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execUtive sUmmarY

KEy fINdINgS ANd REcOmmENdATIONS

this paper describes the Quetta shura taliban’s multi-year campaign to exert control over kandahar  h
city.  kandahar is the center of gravity of the Quetta shura taliban’s efforts in afghanistan.   the paper 
demonstrates why coalition forces have hitherto inadequately responded to the taliban in kandahar, 
and explains why isaf will most likely allocate additional forces to the districts around kandahar city in 
2010.

the Quetta shura taliban has made kandahar and its provincial capital, kandahar city, primary •	
objectives of their campaign in southern afghanistan.  

the taliban has waged a campaign since 2004 with a clear and constant objective: to exert control •	
over kandahar city.  to accomplish this objective, the taliban sought to take control of the popu-
lated areas surrounding kandahar city district by district. 

the key districts surrounding kandahar city are Zhari, panjwai, khakrez, arghandab, and dand. •	

the taliban attempted to advance against kandahar city in 2004 from their bases in Uruzgan, •	
Zabul, and shah Wali kot.  When they were checked by a battalion of U.s. forces, the taliban 
worked to extend their lines of communication westward in 2005, to secure a major east-west 
route into northern helmand in order to approach kandahar city from the west.

the taliban expanded their control of the Zhari and panjwai districts, west of kandahar city, in •	
2006 but isaf prevented the taliban from using these areas as a base for attacks on kandahar 
city.  

canadian forces focused on fighting the taliban for control of Zhari and panjwai in 2007 and •	
early 2008.  this campaign ultimately developed into a costly stalemate, as the canadians lacked 
the forces required to clear the taliban from the area decisively. 

While the taliban continued to target the canadians in Zhari and panjwai in 2007 and 2008, they •	
organized and conducted a campaign to advance on kandahar city from the north. 

the objective of this campaign was the arghandab district, located just north of kandahar city. •	
arghandab would be an ideal safehaven from which insurgents could project their power into the 
provincial capital.

arghandab, however, was initially geographically defensible and politically hostile to the taliban. •	
the arghandab district was the homeland of the alokozai tribe, over which mullah naqib, the key 
alokozai tribal leader, had exercised strong control since the 1980s.  mullah naqib opposed tali-
ban rule after 2001.  as long as naqib’s tribal commanders and their militias remained hostile to 
the taliban, they posed a serious obstacle to any advance through the arghandab district.

in preparation for their attack on arghandab, the taliban maneuvered into khakrez district dur-•	
ing the spring and summer of 2007. control of khakrez linked several key taliban positions in 
western and northern kandahar and allowed resources from each of these fronts to move into 
arghandab district.  

the taliban launched their initial attack into arghandab in october 2007, after the natural death •	
of mullah naqib. this assault marked the beginning of an intense campaign to erode the will of the 
population in arghandab to resist taliban control.  

the taliban gained control of arghandab by using targeted violence to intimidate local leaders, •	
supplemented with an intimidation campaign and the implementation of a judicial system to in-
crease the taliban’s legitimacy.

the taliban had solidified their control of arghandab and other key areas surrounding kandahar •	
city by late 2008, allowing them to project force into the provincial capital.
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establishing control over arghandab and building support networks in the northern, western, and •	
southwestern belts of kandahar city dramatically increased the taliban’s ability to wage a campaign 
of intimidation and terror in kandahar city in 2008 and 2009.  

the taliban have targeted key provincial government figures, pro-government mullahs, the afghan •	
national security forces, and nato’s international security and assistance force (isaf). in 
addition to attempting to destroy the afghan government in kandahar, the taliban have waged a 
parallel campaign to exert control over the lives of kandahar’s citizens through intimidation and 
shadow governance structures.

isaf failed to prioritize the province over helmand, despite the importance of kandahar.  isaf also  h
made poor decisions on where to position its forces within the province, including the reluctance to posi-
tion sufficient coalition forces inside kandahar city. the taliban, therefore, met minimal isaf resis-
tance as it expanded its control over kandahar city and its suburbs in 2008 and 2009. 

isaf under the command of general mckiernan focused its resources in southern afghanistan in 2008  h
and 2009 on fighting in helmand and border interdiction in spin boldak and barham chah.

general stanley mcchrystal arrived too late in the spring of 2009 fundamentally to change general  h
mckiernan’s campaign plan and force allocations for the summer season.  as a result, helmand remained 
the priority.

the battalion of U.s. forces now fighting in arghandab is insufficient to reverse the taliban’s entrenched  h
control over the strategically critical arghandab district in the time available.  

isaf has only been disrupting the taliban in kandahar, largely on account of resource constraints. this  h
approach is flawed, as constant disruption cannot get isaf closer to an endstate of the prolonged, if not 
permanent, reduction of taliban violence and intimidation necessary to prevent the insurgency from hav-
ing a strategic, delegitimizing effect on the government of afghanistan.

isaf’s task in kandahar must be to reverse the taliban’s momentum, eliminate its sanctuaries around  h
kandahar city, and neutralize its capabilities to attack kandahar.

removing the taliban sanctuaries in turn necessitates a properly-resourced counterinsurgency campaign  h
that is supported by simultaneous and mutually supporting operations throughout kandahar province 
and some of helmand.  

defeating the taliban – or at least neutralizing and selectively destroying it –requires more coalition and  h
afghan forces in kandahar province.  

success depends not only on the number of troops but also on the intelligent application of counterinsur- h
gency strategy and a proper understanding of enemy strategy. 

the current distribution of isaf units in kandahar must be adjusted to achieve the force densities need- h
ed to neutralize or defeat the taliban.  arghandab and the suburbs of kandahar city must be prioritized 
over areas of secondary strategic significance.

if isaf does not generate sufficient force densities in critical areas, its attempted counteroffensive •	
will fail, giving enemy fighters a permissive environment and allowing the taliban’s campaign of 
terror to continue in kandahar city.

insufficiently resourcing the fight in arghandab and the suburbs of kandahar risks the same sort of fail- h
ure that isaf experienced during its campaign in Zhari and panjwai in 2007 and 2008.  

destroying the insurgents in kandahar is a critical and necessary first step for reversing the taliban’s gains  h
across southern afghanistan and neutralizing their effects on the entire country.
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to project violence into the city.  the third section 
of this paper analyzes how the enemy system has 
employed violence to establish its influence over 
kandahar city and why isaf operations through 
the fall of 2009 have been unable to secure the 
province.  the report concludes by evaluating 
what is required to break the taliban’s control in 
kandahar.  the analysis underscores the dangers 
of under-resourcing counterinsurgency opera-
tions.

KANdAHAR’S gEOgRApHIc ANd       
HUmAN TERRAIN

kandahar province is a strategic keystone for af-
ghanistan.  the province sits between the south-
ern tip of the hindu kush mountains in central 
afghanistan and the registan desert which forms 
the country’s southern border.  kandahar sits at 
the intersection of vital lines of communication 
across the country, and those traveling between 
western and eastern afghanistan as well as from 
pakistan must pass through the province.  from 
kandahar, one can reach herat to the northwest 
or kabul to the northeast via the broad highway, 
highway one, which arches between herat and 
kabul and passes through kandahar city.  in 
addition, the road into afghanistan from Quetta, 
pakistan intersects the herat-kabul highway at 

the taliban have expanded and then entrenched 
their control over kandahar province since 2005.  
by 2008, the insurgents had established a signifi-
cant presence in kandahar city.  if the Quetta 
shura taliban’s influence in southern afghanistan 
is to be reversed, isaf must defeat the taliban in 
key areas of kandahar province, namely kanda-
har city and the populated areas that surround it.  
more importantly, while the situation in kanda-
har is serious, isaf can neutralize and defeat the 
taliban with a properly resourced counterinsur-
gency executed in areas of key importance to the 
enemy system.

this report details the taliban’s campaign to take 
kandahar city and the factors that allowed the 
insurgency to exert considerable influence over 
the city by 2009.  the report begins by evaluating 
the geography, tribal structures, and political his-
tory that set the conditions for the taliban’s post-
2001 campaign to retake kandahar city.  the 
second section lays out the taliban’s strategy for 
taking kandahar, evaluating the campaigns and 
operations that allowed the taliban to contest the 
populated areas surrounding kandahar city by 
the summer of 2008.  this analysis reveals both 
the capabilities and the techniques of the taliban. 
since 2008, the taliban’s entrenchment in kan-
dahar city’s suburbs has allowed the insurgency 

INTROdUcTION

the Quetta shura taliban has made kandahar province and its capital, kandahar 
city, primary objectives of their campaign in southern afghanistan. kandahar 

is also the birthplace of the taliban movement, and the historical powerbase of the 
family of afghan president hamid karzai. despite the importance of kandahar, 
nato’s international security and assistance force (isaf) has until very recently 
failed to prioritize the province and to grasp the taliban’s campaign plan to take 
kandahar city.  general mcchrystal rightly called attention to kandahar city in his 
august 30, 2009 commander’s initial assessement, which was subsequently pub-
lished by the Washington post.1 

for k a nda h a r
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kandahar city.  the road from kandahar to 
Quetta, passing through the khojak pass on the 
afghan-pakistan border, is, along with the khy-
ber pass, one of two primary routes between the 
countries.2  

kandahar province consists of four major geo-
graphic zones.  in the far south, the province is 
defined by the reg desert.  most of the desert is 
uninhabited and covered by towering sand dunes 
roughly 200-500 feet high.3  on the eastern 
edge of the desert, along kandahar’s border with 
pakistan, the inhospitable sand desert gives way to 
a ten-mile-wide tract of flat scrubland that runs 
north to south and is inhabited by nomads.4  

in kandahar’s north, the landscape is shaped 
by a series of rugged hills and mountains.  the 
population in the shah Wali kot and mianeshin 
districts lives primarily along the arghandab river 
and a number of tributaries that cut through the 
northern mountains.5   the strategically impor-
tant road linking kandahar with tarin kot, the 
capital of Uruzgan province, runs through this 
district.  West of shah Wali kot and north of 
arghandab is the broad khakrez valley.  khakrez 
is separated from the arghandab river valley by a 
range of hills.  to the northwest, the shah maqsud 
range rises some 3,000 feet above the khakrez 
plain and separates it from the ghorak river 
valley further to the northwest.   the ghorak val-
ley extends into the sangin district in helmand 
province and is also connected to the maiwand 
district to its south by a wide pass.   the nesh dis-
trict, which was a part of Uruzgan province until 
2004, sits in a basin to the north of khakrez and 
ghorak, separated from them and from Uruzgan 
province to its north by several chains of hills.6  
a series of interconnected valleys and mountain 
passes run east-west along the northern edge of 
shah Wali kot and khakrez districts, connecting 
kandahar’s northern districts to each other and to 
Uruzgan and helmand provinces.  

in the far east of the province are the maruf and 
arghastan districts.  maruf is separated from 
the rest of kandahar province by a long range of 
mountains that extends southwest from Zabul 
to form the boundary between afghanistan 

and pakistan.  the arghastan river cuts a val-
ley through these mountains before descending 
onto a plain in the arghastan district, eventually 
passing the kandahar airfield before joining the 
dowry and arghandab rivers.  this plain to the 
east of kandahar city is mostly scrubland, though 
the arghastan river supports some small farms 
and villages.7

the vast majority of kandahar’s population lives 
in the wide plain in the center of the province 
irrigated by the arghandab river.  kandahar city 
sits in the middle of this plain, and is bordered 
by several massive but narrow rock outcrop-
pings which tower hundreds of feet over the 
city.8  bordering kandahar city to the northeast 
is the arghandab district, a thin strip of irrigated 
farmland stretching south from lake dahla.  lake 
dahla is a key reservoir for the province’s irriga-
tion systems. it is formed by the dahla dam, built 
by the United states in the 1950s.9  Water in the 
arghandab district is supplied by a series of irriga-
tion canals that support dense orchards and vine-
yards renowned for their pomegranates, melons, 
dates, and nuts.  as the arghandab river flows 
west, it enters the Zhari and panjwai districts, 
which are also heavily irrigated, but the vegetation 
lacks the thick tree cover found in arghandab.  
because wood is too scarce for tresses, rows of 
earthen mounds used by afghan vine-growers to 
elevate their vines are a distinctive feature of the 
landscape in panjwai and Zhari. the arghandab 
meets the dowry river in the panjwai district and 
then flows into maiwand, where the terrain is 
less irrigated and settlements are spread further 
apart.10  the majority of kandahar’s poppy crop 
is grown in the panjwai, Zhari, and maiwand 
districts.11  to the south and southeast of kanda-
har city, farther from the arghandab river, the 
plain widens but becomes less fertile and more 
sparsely inhabited.12 it is interrupted by hills as it 
stretches along the kadanai river to the border 
town of spin boldak.  spin boldak and kandahar 
city are linked by a paved highway.  the kanda-
har airfield, the main isaf base in the province, 
sits twelve miles southwest of kandahar city along 
this vital route.
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the terrain surrounding kandahar has shaped 
the military history of the region.  While history 
is not necessarily a guide for the present, physical 
geography changes little over time.  conventional 
armies have approached kandahar along the main 
road from kabul to herat, either from the east 
or west, and have also approached the city from 
pakistan through spin boldak to the southwest.13  
the densely cultivated and irrigated terrain that 
surrounds kandahar city to the northwest, west, 
and southwest, as well as the hills in the northern 
part of the province, have been used by insurgent 
groups as a staging area for attacks on kandahar 
city.  during the anti-soviet jihad, the muja-
hideen’s major bases for infiltration of kandahar 
city were in the arghandab and panjwai districts, 
and the malajat area of dand district; these bases 
were supported by positions in the hills of north-
ern kandahar and Uruzgan.14  as this paper will 
demonstrate, the taliban has contested this same 
strategically important physical terrain in recent 
years.  

the history of southern afghanistan has long 
been shaped by the rivalry between two pashtun 
subtribes, the ghilzai and the durrani.  prior to 
the eighteenth century, kandahar was dominated 
by the ghilzai pashtun.  but in the 1730s, durrani 
pashtun tribes allied with the persian king na-
dir shah, who seized kandahar from the hotaki 
ghilzai dynasty in 1738.15  the durrani subtribes 
settled in kandahar, claiming the province’s 
best land and subordinating the once powerful 
ghilzai.16  the power and prestige of the durrani 
rose even further under ahmad shah durrani, a 
member of the tribes’ popolzai clan, who uni-
fied the durrani in 1747 and led them on a series 
of military campaigns across afghanistan.17  the 
modern afghan state was born from shah ah-
mad’s campaigns and was at its inception, essen-
tially an empire ruled by durranis from kanda-
har.  for the next 200 years, until the last shah 
was deposed in 1973, afghanistan was ruled by 
durrani kings who were from kandahar.18  since 
the 1980s two more governments – the taliban 
and the karzai government – have also had their 
roots in kandahar province.

kandahar province’s population is estimated to 
be 913,900,19 but massive population disloca-
tion in kandahar makes it difficult to quantify the 
population’s distribution across the province.  in 
2004, the estimated population of kandahar city 
was 323,900, with another 144,300 individuals 
living in suburbs in the dand district.20  the pop-
ulation of kandahar city has swelled over the last 
five years, as many have fled the insurgency in ru-
ral kandahar settling instead in kandahar city.21  
brigadier general Jon vance, the commander of 
canadian forces in kandahar for much of 2009, 
has suggested that up to eighty-five percent of 
kandahar’s population may now live in kandahar 
city and its suburbs, and other sources estimate 
that the city’s population is nearing one million.22  
according to 2004 estimates, another 250,000 
afghans lived in the arghandab river valley in the 
arghandab, panjwai, and Zhari districts, approxi-
mately 100,000 lived in the northern districts of 
shah Wali kot, khakrez, ghorak, mianeshin and 
nesh.23  these districts have suffered greatly from 
the insurgency in recent years, and their 2009 
population figures are likely lower.24  the 2004 
population survey estimated that another 40,000 
afghans lived in the spin boldak district, 10,000 
lived in the desert shorabak and reg districts, and 
some 55,000 lived in the mountains of maruf 
and arghastan.25 

the majority of kandahar’s population belongs 
to one of the durrani tribes, and a tribal hierar-
chy has emerged within the durrani over the last 
several hundred years.  the elite durrani tribes 
were those belonging to what became known as the 
Zirak durrani confederation.  the Zirak dur-
rani included the popolzai, barakzai, achakzai 
and alokozai tribes.26  the royal family came first 
from the popolzai tribe and then, after 1842, 
from the barakzai tribe, making these the most 
powerful tribes in kandahar.27  the popolzai tribe 
has produced a number of afghanistan’s leading 
politicians, including the karzai family.  in kan-
dahar, popolzai tribal strongholds are in the areas 
surrounding kandahar city and in the hills of 
the shah Wali kot, nesh, and ghorak districts.28  
these northern districts have mixed populations, 
but the popolzai are often the largest landhold-
ers.29  the barakzai tribe, with its strong connec-
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tions to the monarchy, is one of the most urban, 
wealthy, and progressive of kandahar’s tribes, and 
its members make up much of kandahar’s mer-
chant community.30  the largest barakzai enclaves 
are found in the villages of the dand and daman 
districts, to the south and west of kandahar city.31  
there is also a substantial barakzai population in 
the mountains of the maruf district, where the 
traditional barakzai tribal structure remains more 
firmly intact.32

the alokozai tribe dominates the fertile arghand-
ab district bordering kandahar city, and there 
are also alokozai communities in the hills of 
khakrez and shah Wali kot.33  the alokozai have 
historically had less national influence and fewer 
international connections, but have retained a 
reputation as fierce warriors.34  the achakzai 
tribe inhabits the plains of spin boldak, and also 
has enclaves in panjwai.35  the tribe’s location 
along the main transit points between afghanistan 
and pakistan gives them control of trade routes 
between the two countries, and they have devel-
oped a reputation for vigorously defending their 
smuggling routes.36  the tribe was historically part 
of the barakzai, with which it retains a close affin-
ity, and it has remained supportive of the national 
government so long as the tribal leadership retains 
a role in managing customs and cross-border 

transit.37

the durrani tribes are generally split into two 
groupings, one of which is the Zirak durrani 
discussed above.  the second grouping of dur-
rani tribes is the panjpai durrani.  these tribes 
of the latter grouping historically played a sub-
ordinate role in the durrani confederation, had 
less of a stake in the durrani monarchy, and are 
considered by some Zirak durrani to have been 
incorporated into the tribe in the eighteenth cen-
tury.38  the panjpai durrani tribes - the noorzai, 
alizai, and ishaqzai - are largely based in the rural 
districts of Zhari, panjwai, and maiwand.39  there 
are also alizai and ishaqzai tribal enclaves dis-
persed throughout the hills of ghorak, khakrez, 
and shah Wali kot.  the noorzai and ishaqzai are 
generally less affluent than the Zirak durrani, and 
are more likely to work as laborers or tenant farm-
ers on large estates in the agricultural belt along 
the arghandab river.40  the noorzai have had a 
long standing rivalry with the achakzai tribe, as 
they compete over land in panjwai district and for 
smuggling routes.41  their distance from the city, 
conservative social norms, and subtle antagonism 
with the Zirak durrani made them sympathetic to 
the taliban, and a large number of senior taliban 
commanders come from their ranks.42

THE PASHTUN TRIBES OF KANDAHAR

GHILZAI

Hotak GhilzaiZirak Durrani Panjpai Durrani

KhuganiNoorzaiIshaqzaiAlizaiBarakzai Polpozai Alokozai Achakzai

Mohammedzai

DURRANI

cHART 1 | THE pASHTUN TRIBES Of KANdAHAR
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in kandahar there are also sizeable minorities of 
the ghilzai tribe, the historic rivals of the dur-
rani.  the ghilzai heartland is now in neigh-
boring Zabul province, but there are significant 
enclaves of ghilzai in the remote valleys of shah 
Wali kot district.43  in addition, many ghilzai 
remain in agricultural areas of panjwai and Zhari, 
continuing as small landholders or farm-hands, 
despite the transfer of much of their land to the 
durrani tribes from the eighteenth century to the 
present.44  mullah omar, leader of the Quetta 
shura taliban, comes from one of the less afflu-
ent hotak ghilzai families in rural Zhari district, 
and the conservative social norms of the taliban 
movement reflect the culture of this long-mar-
ginalized social group.45  though these groups 
retain more conservative social norms, their tribal 
hierarchies are also more eroded in areas like pan-
jwai and Zhari where the durrani leadership had 
laid claim to much of the land, which may help 
explain the relative social importance of the clergy 
amongst these groups of ghilzai.46  

a final demographic in kandahar is a small 
population of nomadic, non-pashtun, baluch 
and barech tribesmen who migrate through the 
scarcely populated southern districts of shorabak 
and reg.47

tribal divides, however, are not always the most 
important distinctions to be drawn in kandahar, 
as the tribes are certainly not monolithic enti-
ties.  perhaps a more useful distinction than that 
between Zirak durrani tribal hierarchy and the 
panjpai durrani and ghilzai groups, is the social 
divide between rural kandahar and kandahar 
city.48  this divide overlaps some with tribal 
distinction, because the Zirak durrani tribes 
did benefit more from their affiliation with the 
afghan monarchy, but leadership in each tribe 
can be highly fractured.  there are many popolzai 
and barakzai alienated from their own tribal 
elites, just as there are noorzai and ghilzai who 
are cosmopolitan and well-integrated into the 
afghan elite.49  tribal affiliation in kandahar city 
is weaker than in the countryside, and kandahar 
city has also been home to groups of non-pash-
tun persian speaking hazaras and tajiks (the latter 
are called farsiwani in kandahar) and Uzbeks.50  

kandahar is home to several small political parties 
and a nascent civil society.51  this demographic 
is small, however, as only thirteen percent of the 
population in kandahar province is literate.52  
tribally-based networks do, however, remain an 
important political force in kandahar and since 
2001 tribally-based cartels have gained consider-
able power over the city’s two dominant sources of 
revenue: contracts from foreign organizations and 
the opium trade.53

THE pOlITIcAl ANd SOcIAl HISTORy 
Of KANdAHAR: 1980-2001

during the nineteenth and twentieth centu-
ries, kandahar’s durrani tribal aristocracy grew 
increasingly distanced from the population of 
kandahar.  durrani tribal leaders gained key posts 
in the kabul government, which served as the 
basis of their standing within their clans.  their 
sons often received Western educations, and af-
ghanistan’s diplomatic corps was drawn from this 
class.  president hamid karzai came from one of 
these prominent durrani families.  his father, 
abdul ahad karzai, was both deputy speaker of 
the national parliament and chief of the popolzai 
clan.  but when the communist khalq party seized 
control of the afghan government in 1978, the 
traditional durrani aristocracy did little to oppose 
them.54  many of these aristocrats, including the 
karzai family, fled abroad.55  they had already 
grown far more attached to the state than to their 
tribal constituency, and when they lost power in 
kabul, their influence in kandahar declined.56  

the educated tribal aristocracy in kandahar was 
supplanted in the 1980s by a new set of com-
manders who led the mujahideen, the broad-
based afghan guerilla movement which arose 
in response to the soviet invasion in december 
1979.57  a minor tribal figure named abdul 
latif assumed control of the barakzai tribe with 
the support of a violent gang of young fighters 
known as the payluch.  Upon latif’s assassina-
tion in 1989, leadership fell to his son, gul agha 
sherzai.58  With the karzai family in exile abroad, 
mujahideen commander amir lalai replaced 
the karzais as leaders of the popolzai.  the 
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The Taliban gained power in 
Kandahar in 1994 because of 
the failure of mujahideen com-

manders to govern well.

Wasifi family, which had long led the alokozai, 
was replaced by the famous mujahideen com-
mander mullah naqibullah (or mullah naqib).59  
but unlike other areas of afghanistan, in which 
the anti-soviet jihad weakened the tribes, tribal 
identity remained strong in kandahar.  muja-
hideen groups in kandahar were tribally-based, 
and strong political parties or islamists fronts 
did not emerge in the south.60  tellingly, the key 
tribes in kandahar each aligned with different 
mujahideen parties, though these affiliations were 
largely nominal, and this ensured that each tribe 
maintained its autonomy.61  the inability of kan-
dahar’s major tribes to work in close cooperation, 
to be unified by common political movements or 
to form parties which transcended tribal interests 
remained important trends in kandahari politics 
after 2001.62

after the soviet withdrawal, 
power remained in the 
hands of senior mujahideen 
commanders and their 
tribal militias.  the victori-
ous mujahideen formed a 
loose confederation and 
divided up provincial of-
fices.  instead of fighting 
one another, the muja-
hideen leaders turned to 
consolidating their recently acquired power over 
their own tribes.63  their militias took to extor-
tion against their fellow tribesmen and set up 
hundreds of checkpoints on kandahar’s roads.64  
tribal leadership became increasingly based on 
the use of force, and the mujahideen commanders 
were much rougher and uninhibited in their use 
of force against their own tribesmen.65  

the taliban gained power in kandahar in 1994 
because of the failure of mujahideen commanders 
to govern well.  even before the taliban emerged 
as a dominant force, the clergy played a role in 
addressing the failings of the mujahideen-era 
leadership.  in the absence of a strong central gov-
ernment, the clergy played a key role in mediating 
disputes between the tribes during the anti-soviet 
jihad.66  during this time, senior tribally-based 
mujahideen commanders in kandahar agreed to 

establish a judicial committee of senior islamic 
scholars to resolve disputes.67  this senior islamic 
court was “independent of any of the resistance 
political parties and had the final authority on 
all political-military-juridical matters.”68  these 
clerics benefited from their close ties to the 
population and had “a more widespread basis of 
legitimacy” than kandahar’s militia command-
ers.69  the clerics who formed the taliban likewise 
had a concrete connection to the large sections 
of the population in kandahar alienated from 
their leadership, and the taliban rose to power as 
a popularly supported clerical response to these 
tribal strongmen.  in the conservative agrarian 
panjwai district west of kandahar city, mullah 
omar, a young mullah from humble origins with 
a reputation for piety, raised a militia of taliban, 

or seminary students, to 
liberate two girls from a 
predatory local warlord in 
the summer of 1994.70  the 
taliban professed limited 
aims at their inception, 
promising to wipe out cor-
ruption, provide security, 
and establish a fair judiciary 
based on sharia (islamic 
law).  the taliban’s dra-
matic demonstrations and 
noble promises convinced 

many that omar and his followers were com-
mitted to good governance and could provide 
relief from the oppression and extortion of local 
strongmen.  strong discipline and unity of pur-
pose, a surge of recruits from pakistani seminar-
ies, and the support of the pakistani inter-service 
intelligence (isi) directorate gave the taliban a 
clear military advantage over the fractured local 
warlords, who disbanded their militias and fled 
without a fight in october 1994.71  

the taliban’s consolidation of power in kanda-
har was aided by their alliances with two key local 
powerbrokers in the province that opted to work 
with the taliban rather than resist them.  the first 
local ally was bashir noorzai, the powerful head 
of the noorzai tribe in maiwand and the head of 
a major narcotics cartel.72  noorzai developed a 
mutually-beneficial relationship with the taliban 
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government, serving as a key financier for the 
movement in exchange for taliban support of his 
business interests.73  a second key partner of the 
taliban government was mullah naqib (naqibul-
lah), the head of the powerful alokozai tribe.  
mullah naqib declined to resist the taliban when 
they moved on kandahar in october 1994.74  the 
taliban subsequently allowed him to stay in kan-
dahar and retain leadership of his tribe.  When a 
number of alokozai commanders grew increas-
ingly dissatisfied with the taliban in the late 1990s 
naqib prevented the tribe from rising in armed 
insurrection.75

Whereas in much of afghanistan the taliban ruled 
through force and the manipulation of tribal 
and sectarian divisions in the absence of popular 
support,76 in kandahar, Uruzgan, and Zabul, 
the taliban government was initially welcomed 
by the population.77  the taliban replaced the 
rapacious rule of local strongmen by rigorously 
applying sharia law, which was straightforward and 
transparent to the people of kandahar.78  as the 
taliban conquered the rest of afghanistan, they 
also returned kandahar to a position of unrivaled 
power and influence throughout the country.79  
the taliban leadership was dominated by kanda-
haris, and this did not change even after most of 
the country fell to the movement.  six of ten men 
on the taliban’s supreme shura were durrani 
pashtuns, and several others, including mullah 
omar himself, were ghilzais from kandahar.80  
the taliban’s ruling shura, or council, in kanda-
har dictated commands to the majority kandahari 
government in kabul, and kandaharis dominated 
the military, police, and civil service throughout 
afghanistan.81

While most of afghanistan suffered economi-
cally from taliban rule, kandahar benefited.  
the taliban removed roadblocks and ended the 
exorbitant tolls collected by militias, winning the 
support of kandahar’s influential merchant com-
munity.82  Until 2000, the mullahs encouraged 
and protected the opium trade, which won them 
considerable support in kandahar’s agricultural 
districts.83  With its newfound political power 
and the booming opium trade, reconstruction 
progressed in kandahar more than anywhere else 

in afghanistan.84  

the taliban’s leadership aspired in principle to 
transcend tribalism, and did have some success 
in incorporating elements of many tribes into the 
movement.85  some taliban leaders came from the 
popolzai, alokozai and achakzai tribes, but many 
came from the poorer and historically weaker 
noorzai and hotak tribes.86  the taliban’s cultural 
program, which involved banning public enter-
tainment and demanding the total seclusion of 
women, can be seen as an attempt to impose the 
austere lifestyle of these poorer, more conservative 
rural groups onto kandahar’s urban population.87  
the antagonism between kandahar’s agrarian 
and conservative population and the more urban 
population and the kabul-connected Zirak dur-
rani leadership class continues to define a major 
cultural gap between pro- and anti-taliban sec-
tions of kandahar’s population.88

by 2001, the population of kandahar city had 
grown weary of taliban control.  conscription for 
the long and costly war against the northern al-
liance provoked resentment in kandahar.89  the 
taliban’s puritanical bans on public entertainment 
and recreation went too far, and even conservative 
kandaharis resented having this extremely austere 
lifestyle forced upon them.90  the taliban’s senior 
leadership also became an increasingly exclusive 
and foreign-influenced clique, rather than a 
grassroots movement, even though its leadership 
was still kandahari.91  as a sign of growing dissat-
isfaction with the taliban regime, several kanda-
hari villages revolted against the taliban in 1997, 
killing four recruiters.92  the taliban attempted 
to control these dissident communities by cutting 
off their water supply.93

pOlITIcS, mIlITIAS, ANd THE EROSION 
Of INdIgENOUS RESISTANcE TO THE 
TAlIBAN: 2001-2005

kandahari political dynamics have set the condi-
tions under which the taliban have reasserted 
control over kandahar since 2001.  politics in 
kandahar have worked to empower several small, 
often competing networks of Zirak durrani elites, 
who have attempted to expand their influence in 
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the province at the cost and exclusion of both ele-
ments of their own tribes and the panjpai durrani 
and ghilzai tribes.  the dynamic has led several 
excluded groups to support the taliban move-
ment.  

in the fall of 2001, the decisive victories of the 
United states and its proxies in northern afghan-
istan made it clear the taliban’s forces in kanda-
har could not resist a U.s. attack.  in kandahar, 
the United states worked with two proxies.  on 
the pakistani border, gul agha sherzai recon-
stituted his barakzai militia with support from 
both the United states and the isi.94  in Uruz-
gan, hamid karzai rallied popolzai tribesmen 
to his side and advanced south with U.s. special 
forces.95  on december 8, 2001, kandahar city 
fell to this alliance of popolzai, barakzai, and 
alokozai militias. the alokozai chieftain, mullah 
naqib, whose tacit support had been critical to 
the taliban’s control over kandahar, supported 
karzai and acted as a key conduit for negotiating 
the taliban’s surrender. 96 mullah naqib’s decision 
to cooperate with karzai and sherzai was critical 
to the collapse of taliban power in kandahar.97  
the taliban’s other key local ally in kandahar, 
bashir noorzai, also stood by as the taliban col-
lapsed, although unlike naqib, he was alienated 
from the new administration and within a year 
was driven to Quetta, where he resumed financial 
support of the taliban.98

When the taliban regime fell in 2001, kanda-
har city came back to life and the population 
anticipated an influx of foreign economic aide.99  
sentiments in the countryside, where the taliban’s 
strict social mores were not unusual, were more 
ambiguous.  small villages in conservative areas 
like panjwai and maiwand reportedly harbored 
key taliban leaders as they fled kandahar city.100

thus, in 2001, a collection of tribal strongmen 
returned to power in kandahar, with leadership 
of the Zirak durrani tribes running the provincial 
administration.101  hamid karzai, named interim 
president by afghan and international envoys that 
met in bonn, germany, sought to shore up his 
government by forming a coalition of the Zirak 
durrani sub-tribes.  in doing so, he imitated the 

methods of rule used by the durrani kings, for 
whom karzai’s family had long served as advisors 
and politicians.  tribalism once again asserted 
itself as a dominant force in kandahari politics.  
Within the tribes, an uneasy relationship existed 
between the westernized durrani aristocracy, 
who returned after the fall of the taliban, and 
the strongmen who had filled their places during 
the mujahideen era.102  the strongmen had their 
militias, but those who had been exiled in the West 
were better able to win the backing of the foreign 
governments sponsoring the interim adminis-
tration in kabul.   in kandahar, the returning 
tribal notables included the karzai family (the 
most prominent of whom were brothers hamid, 
Qayum, mahmoud, and ahmed Wali), as well as 
figures like izzatullah Wasifi, heir to the alokozai 
leadership, and kandahar’s new mayor, abdullah 
popal, who had been afghanistan’s ambassador to 
the United nations (Un) in the 1970s and was a 
long-time resident of san-francisco.103 

Yet, with the exception of the karzai family, the 
returned aristocracy soon found it had little power 
in kandahar.  the real power-brokers remained 
the tribally-based strongmen who had consoli-
dated their rule during the turbulent 1980s and 
1990s.104  the karzai family retained relevance in 
kandahar because of president hamid karzai’s 
influence over the institutions of the state; how-
ever, it took time for the karzai family to consoli-
date power.  from 2001-2004, the karzais influ-
ence was limited even over their popolzai tribe, 
and the family had to compete for power against 
former mujahideen commander amir lalai.105  
Without a strong tribal power base in kandahar, 
karzai had to accommodate the strongmen.106  
gul agha sherzai was made governor and his net-
work within the barakzai tribe thus took the lead-
ing role in the new kandahar provincial admin-
istration.107  though sherzai’s tribal militia was 
weaker than the alokozai militia, sherzai had the 
backing of the cia and U.s. special forces oper-
ating in kandahar.108  U.s. support strengthened 
sherzai’s hand tremendously, and the provincial 
government was dominated by barakzai appoint-
ments from 2001 to 2005.109
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karzai’s tribal allies, however, were mostly accom-
modated not by integration into the civil gov-
ernment, but by incorporation into the afghan 
security forces, which, in reality, was a group of 
tribal militias.  had these militias been thoroughly 
reformed, disciplined, and been directed to serve 
the interests of the people of kandahar rather 
than the interests of the strongmen who led them, 
they could have been an effective way to provide 
security for kandahar.  but most of these tribal 
militias used their power primarily to further the 
narrow interests of their commanders.  

many of the militias in kandahar were incorpo-
rated into the 2nd corps of the afghan military, 
which was composed almost exclusively of local 
units.  command of the unit was given to khan 
mohammad, who had long served as military 
commander of the alokozai militias.110  khan 
mohammad was a deputy of 
mullah naqib, the power-
ful chieftain of the alokozai 
tribe.  naqib was sidelined 
from kandahari politics 
after 2001 because of his 
tacit support of the tali-
ban during the 1990s, but 
would remain the unifying 
figure within his tribe until 
his death in 2007.111  the 
militia of amir lalai, one 
of karzai’s rivals within his own popolzai tribe, 
was integrated into the 15th division of the 2nd 
corps.112  karzai’s faction of the popolzai was giv-
en the 466 airborne brigade.  sherzai’s barakzai 
militia was integrated into the Nazmi Khas (special 
order) unit assigned to kandahar airfield, where 
it was able to profit from lucrative contracts with 
international forces.113  additional barakzai units 
existed within the 2nd corps.114  the alizai militia 
of habibullah Jan was integrated into the 530 
brigade of the 2nd corps, and stationed in senja-
ray, an important town straddling highway one 
west of kandahar.115  

the 2nd corps was far from a professional army, 
but it did show an ability and willingness to 
fight against the taliban, even when it required 
cross-tribal cooperation.  the alokozai 2nd corps 

commander khan mohammad, for example, was 
able to exercise operational command over the 
barakzai Nazmi Khas by the summer of 2003, em-
ploying it for intense fighting against the taliban 
in the hills of shah Wali kot district.116

the police force was also a collection of militias 
serving their own interests, and their excesses and 
abuses quickly alienated them from the people 
of kandahar.  the militia of the achakzai tribe 
was integrated into the afghan national border 
police and the 358th border brigade.117  alokozai 
strongman Zabit akrem khakrezwali was named 
kandahar police chief and provided a connec-
tion between the alokozai militias and the police 
force.118  there were also barakzai-affiliated units 
in the police under nazar Jan, the deputy chief 
of police.119  nazar Jan’s units, according to a pro-
vincial government official, were responsible for 

as many as half the crimes 
in kandahar, and Jan 
quarreled frequently with 
khakrezwali.120  

from 2003 to 2005, the 
Un’s disarmament, demo-
bilization, and reintegra-
tion (ddr) program sought 
to demobilize afghanistan’s 
militias (or, in Un par-
lance, the afghan military 

forces, or amf).  the ddr program would set 
the stage for the amf’s replacement with the new 
afghan national army (ana).  in kandahar this 
meant disbanding the 2nd corps, a process mostly 
completed by february 2005.121  demobilization 
took the militias off the ministry of defense pay-
roll,122 but they did not cease to exist.  the pro-
gram was uneven in its effects, targeting certain 
kandahari strongmen more than others.   those 
strongmen who were rigorously targeted for dis-
armament included the popolzai amir lalai and 
the alizai habibullah Jan, both of whom seemed 
content to go into politics, and were elected to 
the Wolesi Jirga, the lower house of the afghan 
parliament, in 2005.123  lalai reportedly owed his 
seat to a deal with ahmed Wali karzai, who lined 
up popolzai votes to compensate him for the loss 
of his militia.124  the real loser in the disarma-

Most of these tribal militias 
used their power primarily to 
further the narrow interests of 

their commanders.
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ment process was the alokozai tribe.  Zabit akrem 
khakrezwali was removed as chief of police in au-
gust 2003 and khan mohammed lost command 
of the 2nd corps when it was disbanded.125  ele-
ments of the barakzai Nazmi Khas were reassigned 
to the kandahar police department, presumably 
to replace the alokozai.126  the alokozai militia 
didn’t disappear, but by 2005 it had lost its invest-
ment in the kandahar and kabul governments.  
in stark contrast to the disarmament and slow 
distancing of tribal militias from the government, 
the achakzai militias remained robust and inte-
grated into the afghan state through the afghan 
national border police, where they fought under 
the command of the charismatic achakzai leader 
general abdul razik.127  

the ddr process failed to align with the develop-
ment of a robust national army to exert central 
state authority.  in september 2004, as the units 
of the 2nd corps were disbanded, the ana stood 
up the 205th “hero” corps.128  the unit was 
initially commanded by general muslim hamid 
and based at camp sherzai near the kanda-
har airfield.129  during the summer of 2005, it 
conducted combat operations with U.s. troops 
in Uruzgan, Zabul, and the northern districts of 
kandahar.130  however, no more than two battal-
ions of the 2nd corps were operational in kanda-
har as of 2005.

Militia Integration into Private Security Companies

the decoupling of the tribal militias from the 
afghan national security forces meant that 
many security commanders and large numbers 
of tribal recruits lost their stake in the govern-
ment by 2005.  several of the militia command-
ers, however, managed to avoid the disarmament 
process and maintain their forces and weapons 
by integrating their forces into private security 
companies.  most of those security command-
ers were attached either to the mostly barakzai 
network of gul agha sherzai or the network of 
the karzais' militias that became privatized after 
2005.  contracts continued to be awarded to se-
curity commanders with close ties either to karzai 
or to sherzai, maintaining these leaders’ positions 
as sources of patronage.131

the sherzai network benefited considerably from 
the contacts it had built with the international 
community from 2001 to 2005, and after it 
was sidelined from the kandahar government, 
much of its energy went into securing lucrative 
contracts.  gul agha sherzai’s brother razziq 
sherzai continued to play a major role in securing 
contracts from kandahar airfield, in addition to 
leading the family’s mining and construction in-
terests.132  one of gul agha sherzai’s key lieuten-
ants, colonel tor Jan, received a contract in 2005 
to provide security for the canadian provincial 
reconstruction team (prt) in kandahar.133  an-
other of sherzai’s allies, general gul alai, also re-
ceived numerous contracts from canadian forces 
starting in 2006.134  gul alai had been briefly 
assigned control of the national directorate of 
security (nds), afghanistan’s domestic intelli-
gence directorate, in kandahar in 2002; how-
ever, he was soon removed by karzai as a means 
of expanding central control over the kandahar 
nds.   gul alai refused to step down, however, 
requiring U.s. forces to intervene and expel him 
from the post in 2003.135  addition militia units 
were hired by the Un until the organization with-
drew from kandahar.  in 2004 and 2005, the 
Nazmi Khas, governor sherzai’s elite unit, was often 
used to provide road security for Un missions.136  

but the sherzai network lost its exclusive hold on 
contracts when ahmed Wali karzai replaced sher-
zai as the key powerbroker in the kandahar gov-
ernment in 2005, and popolzai militias affiliated 
with Wali karzai began to win contracts as well.137  
the money provided by the widespread use of lo-
cal militias for protective services has given many 
armed kandaharis a greater incentive to protect 
the sources of their funding, and in some cases, to 
compete violently with one another for contracts, 
rather than to protect the population or defeat the 
taliban.138  

the declining independence and influence of the 
major durrani tribal strongmen due to disarma-
ment was compounded by ahmed Wali karzai’s 
political maneuvering.  the karzai family aimed 
to guarantee the loyalty of the durrani strongmen 
by bringing them under its control.  to build his 
own power base, ahmed Wali karzai created a sys-
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tem of district councils to co-opt tribal notables, 
and he headed his own provincial reform council 
in kandahar even before the government stood 
up the official provincial development councils.  
this provincial council attempted to capitalize 
on the discontent which weaker tribal leaders felt 
toward gul agha sherzai.  Wali karzai posed as 
the champion of tribes excluded from sherzai’s 
administration, including the noorzai, alizai, 
and ishaqzai, by calling on sherzai to address the 
barakzai monopoly on provincial offices. 139  

in many instances, Wali karzai worked to expand 
his influence by elevating to office figures with 
weak power bases that would rely on his sup-
port to maintain their power.  the most notable 
example of this tactic was Wali karzai’s attempt 
to increase his allies influence over the noorzai 
tribe.  elements of the noorzai tribal leadership 
had shown strong support for the taliban during 
the 1990s and many remained sympathetic to the 
taliban after 2001.140  the tribe was led during 
this period by bashir noorzai, who had been a key 
opium exporter and financier for the taliban in 
the 1990s.141  bashir noorzai ceded political con-
trol of maiwand to sherzai in January 2002, but 
noorzai was excluded from influence in the new 
kandahar government.  due to sherzai and Wali 
karzai’s influence, bashir noorzai fell out with 
U.s. forces in kandahar and fled kandahar for 
Quetta, where he resumed control of his narcotics 
business and his connections with the taliban.142  
bashir noorzai’s main rival for influence within 
the noorzai tribe and for control over the noorzai 
drug business was arif noorzai, an important ally 
of Wali karzai’s.143  arif noorzai had married into 
the karzai family, and noorzai’s sister was the wife 
of Wali karzai.144  Wali karzai helped arif noorzai 
take control of the noorzai smuggling business.145  
ahmed Wali karzai and governor sherzai, who 
also opposed the pro-taliban bashir noorzai, 
provided evidence of his use of the opium trade to 
bankroll the taliban, which led the U.s. to desig-
nate bashir noorzai as a foreign narcotics king-
pin and arrest him in 2005.146  several afghan 
sources, including karzai rival habibullah Jan, 
accused Wali karzai of targeting bashir noorzai 
for the sake of taking over his drug business.147  
the political motives of individuals who have ac-

cused Wali karzai of connections to the drug trade 
must be taken into consideration,148 and in the 
case of bashir noorzai the more nuanced reality 
is that Wali karzai targeted noorzai in order to 
install a key ally, who would be dependent on and 
indebted to Wali karzai’s influence, in a position 
of influence.149  but Wali karzai’s maneuvering 
ultimately did not give him influence over the 
noorzai tribe, as arif noorzai, had little author-
ity over the noorzai, and without strong pro-
government tribal leaders, much of the noorzai 
would support the taliban when they returned to 
noorzai areas in 2006.150

in 2005, two events significantly changed the 
dynamics of kandahari politics – the removal of 
governor sherzai and the election of the kanda-
hari provincial council.  the barakzai monopoly 
on the civil administration was reversed in the 
summer of 2005, when president hamid karzai 
reassigned sherzai for a second time, moving him 
to serve as governor of nangarhar province.151  he 
was replaced by asadullah khalid, the young and 
charismatic former governor of ghazni prov-
ince.152  as the governor of ghazni from 2001 to 
2005, khalid had earned the trust of the U.s. 
military and a reputation for his tough stance 
against the taliban.153  more importantly, khalid 
was known as a close ally of the kabul govern-
ment and the karzai family, and would serve their 
interests in kandahar.154

in september 2005, afghans elected represen-
tatives to the Wolesi Jirga, the lower house of 
the afghan parliament, and to the provincial 
councils.155  the Wolesi Jirga election demon-
strated the relative strength of various kandahari 
tribal leaders to mobilize their tribes for elec-
toral politics.  the popolzai elite, now led by the 
karzai family, demonstrated the greatest ability 
to mobilize their tribe’s support for handpicked 
candidates.   popolzai leaders Qayum karzai, 
president karzai’s older brother, and former 
strongman amir lalai were elected to the Wolesi 
Jirga.156  amir lalai had been a rival to the karzais 
for leadership of the popolzai tribe, but in 2005 
Wali karzai made a deal with amir lalai, help-
ing him win a seat in the Wolesi Jirga in exchange 
for lalai’s cooperation.157  sherzai, however, was 
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less successful in influencing his own barakzai 
tribe.  sherzai’s absence in nangarhar precipitated 
an intra-tribal rebellion against his rough-and-
tumble style of rule and his attempts to dominate 
the tribe.158  former parcham leader and soviet 
ally general noor-ul-haq Ulomi emerged as a 
powerful rival.159  Ulomi, a leading figure in the 
opposition,160 successfully ran against pro-sherzai 
candidates for the barakzai vote in the 2005 
Wolesi Jirga election, winning through an alliance 
of barakzai elders and kandahar’s small intel-
ligentsia.161  though sherzai’s network had lost 
much of its hold over the barakzai tribe, it did 
retain considerable power due to its continued 
connection to isaf and the number of contracts 
it held.  one of sherzai’s key lieutenants, kha-
lid pashtun, was elected to the Wolesi Jirga.162  
gul agha sherzai’s brother’s raziq and padshah 
sherzai maintained their influence on contracts 
at kandahar airfield, and the militia of sherzai 
lieutenant tor Jan became the protection force for 
the kandahar prt.163 

habibullah Jan (an alizai strongman who of-
ten quarreled with Wali karzai), arif noorzai 
(a noorzai leader loyal to the karzais), and an 
achakzai tribal elder were elected to the Wolesi 
Jirga.164  four other individuals were also elected 
from kandahar, three of whom filled the manda-
tory quota for women members of parliament 
(mps).165  the alokozai tribe was unable to win 
representation in the Wolesi Jirga and elected only 
one representative to the kandahar provincial 
council.166  the failure indicated the inability 
of the alokozai tribal leadership to adjust to new 
forms of politics, which demanded electoral orga-
nization and mass patronage.

fifteen members, including a mandated four 
women, were elected to the kandahar provin-
cial council.167  ahmed Wali karzai garnered 
the largest number of votes in the election,168 
and though his supporters did not win a major-
ity on the council, Wali karzai became council 
president.169  With a friendly governor under his 
influence, karzai was at last able to make use of 
his careful preparations for power.  though Wali 
karzai had advocated against the barakzai monop-
oly on provincial offices before coming to power, 

after 2005, he flooded kandahar’s civil adminis-
tration with the appointment of his popolzai al-
lies.  by october 2006, eight of seventeen district 
chiefs in kandahar were popolzai.170 

the tribal alliance of 2001 had collapsed by the 
beginning of 2006.  sidelined by both the ddr 
process and ahmed Wali karzai in his quest 
for power, a large portion of kandahar’s tribal 
leadership had tenuous loyalty to and little stake 
in the karzai government.  key commanders and 
militia units became privatized and focused their 
attention on winning contracts, rather than being 
integrated into the afghan national police (anp) 
or ana.  the kandahar provincial government 
and ahmed Wali karzai would not be able to stage 
a vigorous resistance when the taliban returned to 
kandahar.  

THE TAlIBAN IN KANdAHAR

the taliban has shown a keen ability to exploit 
kandahar’s political and tribal dynamics, offering 
protection and services, including a reputable jus-
tice system, to groups that have felt marginalized 
by their local government.  since 2004, taliban 
operations in the south have followed an evolving 
strategic framework focused on isolating, infiltrat-
ing, and eventually capturing kandahar city.  the 
taliban movement, which calls itself the islamic 
emirate of afghanistan, views itself in many ways 
as a government in exile and has sought to rees-
tablish its control over kandahar.171

by the end of 2002, much of the taliban’s senior 
leadership had reconstituted itself in the paki-
stani city of Quetta and set up training camps in 
pakistan.172  this body evolved into the structure 
known as the Quetta shura taliban (Qst).  the 
Qst directs taliban strategy for the entire south-
ern region of afghanistan from Quetta.173  here, 
taliban commanders formulate strategy through 
face to face meetings and conferences.174  mul-
lah mohammad omar, who since 1996 has been 
regarded by the taliban as the Amir-ul-Momineen, 
or leader of the faithful, presides over the tali-
ban’s strategic deliberations, though his role in 
operational planning is limited.175  mullah omar 
owes his position mostly to his piety and spiritual 
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leadership, not to his charisma or military experi-
ence.176  strategy is formulated by two taliban 
councils, the rahbari shura (leadership council) and 
the majlis al-shura (consultative council).177  the rah-
bari shura started with ten members in 2003, but 
by 2008, it had expanded to include thirty-five 
members in an attempt to balance the interests of 
its growing constituency.178  the majlis al-shura was 
founded by mullah omar and consists mostly of 
military commanders already sitting on the rahbari 
shura.179  taliban field commanders are brought 
into the operational planning process through 
a rotation system, which allows them to spend a 
portion of their year in Quetta.180  during their 
time in Quetta, commanders are updated on the 
taliban’s strategy and tactics and discuss develop-
ments in lessons-learned sessions.181  a lull in 
combat operations from october to april, which 
was an annual occurrence until 2008, gave the 
taliban an opportunity to formulate a campaign 
plan for the coming year, which could then be 
adjusted during the summer months.182

by 2006, the taliban’s military structure was 
dominated by mullah akhtar mohammed os-
mani, mullah omar’s personal confidant and 
second-in-command, and mullah dadullah 
akhund, a taliban commander with a reputation 
for savagery who returned to the southern theater 
after leading suicide bombings in the kabul area 
in 2003.183  other key taliban commanders on 
the rahbari shura from 2004 to 2006 included 
mullah hafiz majid, a noorzai tribal leader who 
functioned as the taliban’s diplomat and recruit-
ing head among the southern tribes, and mullah 
obaidullah, the former taliban defense minis-
ter.184  of these four commanders, all but hafiz 
majid were captured or killed by 2007.185  

taliban operations in kandahar have followed a 
traceable operational concept focused on gaining 
control of kandahar city since 2004.  prior to 
2004, small groups of taliban fighters conducted 
minor attacks in kandahar city, including the 
assassinations of pro-government mullahs, inef-
fective rocket and mortar attacks, and the distri-
bution of night letters, called shabnameh in dari 

mAp 2 | NORTHERN KANdAHAR pROvINcE
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and pashtu, warning citizens against cooperation 
with the government.186  these attacks succeeded 
in driving most international non-governmental 
organizations (ngos) out of the province by the 
end of 2003.187  

by 2004, the taliban had developed lines of 
communication (locs) into afghanistan from 
pakistan and consolidated control over the moun-
tainous region spanning the borders of kanda-
har, Zabul, and Uruzgan.188   violence increased 
steadily in Zabul and Uruzgan provinces in 2004 
as the taliban moved larger numbers of fighters 
through these provinces from pakistan.189  the 
taliban’s chief entry points during this period 
were in the maruf district of kandahar and the 
shamulzayi district of Zabul. 190  the maruf 
district is inhabited mostly by barakzais who, 
due to their tribal affiliation, were not receptive 
to the taliban, but the taliban confined their 
activities to unpopulated mountainous regions 
of the district.191  there was little sustained U.s. 
or ansf presence in maruf until french spe-
cial forces set up a combat outpost in the district 
center in 2005.192  the taliban’s earliest bases for 
kandahar were in the arghandab river valley on 
the border of kandahar and Zabul provinces and 
in several of the narrow valleys that cut south and 
joined the arghandab in the eastern reaches of 
shah Wali kot district.193  the most important of 
these was the chenartu valley, in which the tali-
ban had strongholds at the towns of Zamto kalay, 
el bak, and ordobagh.194  this mountainous seg-
ment of the arghandab river system was inhab-
ited by hotak ghilzai tribesmen who had family 
connections to the taliban and were hostile to the 
durrani networks which dominated the kandahar 
government.195

in 2004, the taliban attempted to advance against 
kandahar city from their bases in Uruzgan, 
Zabul, and shah Wali kot.196   they were checked 
by a battalion of U.s. infantry deployed to kan-
dahar as part of task force bronco.  task force 
bronco operated in arghandab and shah Wali 
kot districts along the north-south kandahar to 
tarin kot highway.197  renovation of this highway 
was a major objective for the U.s. forces in 2004, 
and the road allowed the more rapid movement of 

U.s. troops to respond to taliban threats from the 
north.198 

after the taliban’s 2004 campaign to advance 
on kandahar city from the north was checked 
by task force bronco, the taliban turned their 
attention to extending their lines of communica-
tion from their bases in the Uruzgan, Zabul, and 
shah Wali kot westward, to secure major east-west 
route into northern helmand.199  a number of 
roads run east-west across northern kandahar 
province, from taliban stronghold in shah Wali 
kot in northern khakrez, ghorak, nesh, and 
northern helmand province.  the towns of che-
nar and tambil in khakrez and lam in ghorak, 
which are located along the primary east-west 
lines of communication which form a major route 
from kandahar into helmand, became key targets 
for taliban operations in 2005, suggesting that 
the taliban were intent on consolidating a nexus 
between the two provinces.200  the far western 
anchor of this important taliban line of commu-
nications was the baghran and sangin districts of 
helmand, where the taliban had the support of 
local powerbrokers and established basing areas 
in 2005.201 from areas like sangin in helmand 
province, the taliban would open up a second 
front against kandahar city by moving troops 
eastward into panjwai and Zhari in 2006.202

operations conducted by U.s. task force bayo-
net, which replaced task force bronco in 2005, 
remained focused on securing the northern ap-
proaches to kandahar, but did not respond to the 
taliban’s campaign to consolidate lines of com-
munication from kandahar to helmand.203  in 
2005, U.s. forces targeted the taliban positions 
in the chenartu valley during operation diablo, 
and in mianeshin and the kandahar-Zabul bor-
der area in operation cantania, but there was no 
sustained coalition presence to drive the taliban 
out of these positions.204  in 2006, the U.s. army 
built forward operating base (fob) mizan, fob 
baylough, and fob lane in the northwest areas 
of Zabul province to deny the taliban sanctu-
ary in the far eastern areas of the province, but 
by 2006 the taliban had advanced to positions 
deeper in kandahar and Uruzgan.205  two coali-
tion outposts, the gunbad platoon house and 
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fob martello, were constructed in 2005 and 
2006, respectively, along north-south roads in 
kandahar.206  but the positioning of these bases 
could only block taliban movement south from 
shah Wali kot, not movement into helmand.  
When the taliban surged in Zhari and panjwai 
in 2006, isaf reduced its presence in northern 
kandahar further.207  the gunbad platoon house 
was dismantled in the summer of 2006, and by 
2006 the only sustained coalition presence in 
northern kandahar was fob martello, defend-
ing the kandahar-tarin kot highway. 208 since 
2004, the coalition has been unable to deny the 
taliban use of northern kandahar as a basing area 
and key loc for the entire southern theater.  in 
2009, isaf commanders continued to describe 
the taliban’s loc from northern kandahar into 
helmand through ghorak as a “jet stream” for 
taliban fighters moving between kandahar and 
helmand.209

as they consolidated their lines of communica-
tion across southern afghanistan, the taliban 
embarked on a new and more sophisticated 
bombing campaign in kandahar city in the fall of 
2005.  the campaign was led by mullah dadul-
lah akhund, who served as the taliban’s overall 
field commander and had connections to suicide 
bombing units in the kabul area.210  dadullah’s 
suicide bombing campaign in 2005 polarized the 
taliban’s senior leadership, which was concerned 
by dadullah's reputation for inflicting violence.211  
as a taliban commander in the 1990s, he was 
removed from command on multiple occasions 
for terrorizing local populations and perpetrating 
mass killings of non-pashtuns.212  mullah omar 
and mullah osmani, had reservations about 
dadullah’s use of suicide bombers.213  in the end, 
mullah omar compromised; pakistani suicide 
bombers could be employed for suicide bomb-
ings, but locals would not be.214

THE TAlIBAN’S 2006 OffENSIvE

having been prevented from moving against kan-
dahar city from the north in 2004 and 2005, the 
next major development in taliban campaign was 
an offensive into the Zhari and panjwai districts.  

With the coalition focusing its attention on north-
ern kandahar in 2005, Zhari and panjwai offered 
an undefended approach to kandahar city.  for 
the taliban’s leadership, Zhari and panjwai were 
an ideal staging ground for a campaign against the 
afghan government in kandahar city.  many of 
the taliban’s senior leadership, including mullah 
omar, mullah osmani, and mullah obaidul-
lah, were born, raised, fought, or preached in 
the area.215  during the anti-soviet jihad, pan-
jwai was the center of gravity for the campaign 
in the south.216   as early as 1982, mujahideen 
fighters had asserted their control over panjwai, 
won the enthusiastic support of the local popula-
tion, and used the area to launch attacks against 
soviet-held kandahar city.217  the soviet army 
attempted to retake parts of panjwai in the fall of 
1982, but the mujahideen took advantage of the 
terrain, with its dense orchards, vineyards, walled 
compounds, narrow lanes, and canals, to slow 
the soviet advance.218  the mujahideen inflicted 
heavy casualties on the soviets, and confined them 
to the panjwai district center.219  in the following 
years, panjwai provided a base for ambushes on 
soviet convoys moving along highway one and 
supported mujahideen positions in the suburbs of 
kandahar city and mujahideen raids into kan-
dahar city itself.220  many of the taliban’s senior 
commanders had fought with the mujahadeen, 
and the potential of repeating the successes of the 
1980s was certainly not lost on them.

panjwai was also the staging ground for the 
taliban movement in 1994, and it was in panjwai 
that mullah omar began his rise to power.221  the 
taliban’s origins in panjwai provided the insur-
gents with numerous family contacts and earned 
them some sympathy from noorzai, ishaqzai, 
and hotak tribes in the area.  these tribes were 
excluded from the Zirak durrani alliance which 
controlled kandahar, but they were well repre-
sented among the taliban’s senior leadership.222   
the taliban’s leadership showed sensitivity to the 
sentiments of the noorzai, ishaqzai, and hotak 
tribes, and dispatched senior rahbari shura mem-
ber and noorzai tribal leader hafiz masjid to 
reach out to tribal leaders in kandahar and win 
their support.223  the taliban’s leadership likely 
expected that considerable local sympathy would 
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facilitate their move into Zhari and panjwai.  

the taliban had a small presence in panjwai 
before their major expansion in 2006.  in 2005, 
a taliban cell under the command of mullah baqi 
operated in panjwai, where it attacked vehicle 
traffic on highway one, intimidated locals, and 
carried out select assassinations.224  other ele-
ments of mullah dadullah’s network, meanwhile, 
focused on targeting foreign troops with a suicide 
bombing campaign around kandahar city in the 
fall of 2005.225  

as the taliban prepared to move into panjwai, 
responsibility for kandahar province transitioned 
from the U.s. forces operating as part of opera-
tion enduring freedom to the nato-led inter-
national security and assistance force.226  the 
handover was the third stage 
in the expansion of nato’s 
responsibilities in afghani-
stan, and regional com-
mand south (rc south) 
was to be transitioned to 
isaf on July 1, 2006.227  
the taliban were almost 
certainly aware of the pend-
ing transition, and may 
have viewed it as a strategic 
opportunity.  the notion 
that america’s military 
presence in afghanistan 
would not be sustained was 
circulating in taliban ranks in 2005,228 and the 
taliban may have seen the handover of kanda-
har to the canadians as confirmation of this.229 
U.s. and nato operations in kandahar from 
2002 to 2006 were limited to a series of raids and 
clearing operations in the mountainous northern 
part of the province, along the north-south axis 
from kandahar to tarin kot.  there were no 
more than three battalions of international forces 
operating in the entirety of regional command 
south before 2006, and almost no international 
military presence in kandahar city, and none in 
panjwai and Zhari.230  given the focus of inter-
national forces on northern kandahar prior to 
2006, the taliban may have anticipated minimal 
resistance against a move into Zhari and panjwai.

The Canadians Deploy to Kandahar

in preparation for the security handover, some 
2,000 troops from the canadian task force 
orion deployed to kandahar province in febru-
ary 2006.231  the new canadian force consisted of 
a combat battalion with three mechanized com-
panies and a prt.232  the canadian plan at the 
beginning of the deployment was to position its 
three companies in fobs throughout the prov-
ince.233  one company would be stationed on the 
northern edge of the province in fob martel-
lo.234  a second company would be based at patrol 
base Wilson in Zhari district, and a third would 
deploy to a fob in spin boldak on the pakistani 
border.235  

at the beginning of their deployment, the cana-
dians found themselves the 
target of intermittent ve-
hicle-borne suicide bomb-
ings.  on January 15, 2006, 
before canadian units had 
landed, the director of 
the canadian prt, senior 
diplomat glynn berry, was 
killed by a suicide attack in 
kandahar city.236  attacks 
continued sporadically that 
spring.237

during the spring of 2006, 
the taliban moved into 

the panjwai peninsula south of the arghandab 
river, where they hoped to base themselves with 
sympathetic tribal groups like the noorzai and 
small pockets of ghilzai, many of which probably 
had friends and family members in the taliban 
ranks.238   but local tribes in panjwai asked the 
taliban to move elsewhere, reluctant to see a 
major battle fought amidst their farms and homes. 
239  the taliban acquiesced, and in april, they 
moved across the arghandab river into Zhari.  in 
Zhari the taliban launched attacks on the local 
anp force, fighting several engagements in april 
2006.240

the canadians responded to the taliban build-up 
during the summer of 2006 with four separate 

There were no more than three 
battalions of international 

forces operating in the entirety 
of Regional Command South 
before 2006, and almost no 

international military presence 
in Kandahar City.
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attacks on taliban strongholds around the towns 
of bayanzi and payendi in the pashmul area of 
Zhari.241  the attacks involved approximately two 
canadian infantry companies and a small ana 
battalion.242  in all four cases, the canadians took 
their objectives, overcoming determined tali-
ban resistance with the help of artillery and air 
support.243  but in each instance the canadians 
then pulled back from Zhari and panjwai, and the 
taliban quickly reoccupied pashmul in force.244  
the canadian battalion was too small to conduct 
sustained combat operations, and only one com-
pany was assigned to cover Zhari and panjwai.245  
the canadian battalion was also spread thin by its 
orders to assist with operation mountain thrust, 
a combined operation with U.s. forces and the 
newly-arrived british, dutch, and danish contin-
gents that were to take responsibility for helmand 
province.246   the operation focused on dis-
lodging the taliban from their safe haven in the 
mountainous belt connecting Zabul, kandahar, 
Uruzgan and helmand provinces. 247

the first of the canadian assaults on pashmul, 
fought in may 2006, was seen as a major event 
by the population of kandahar, suggesting that 
kandaharis were deeply worried about a taliban 
incursion into kandahar city, and that the ca-
nadian victory had a positive psychological effect.  
as the canadian troops returned to their bases, 
residents of kandahar city crowded the streets to 
cheer the canadians and celebrate the victory.248

as successive small canadian operations during 
the summer of 2006 failed to clear the taliban 
from Zhari and panjwai, the kandahar provin-
cial government, led by the newly-appointed 
governor, asadullah khalid, attempted its own 
response to the taliban’s occupation of Zhari and 
panjwai.  in august 2006, the achakzai militia of 
abdul razik, commander of the mostly achakzai 
afghan national border police in kandahar, was 
sent to clear the taliban out of panjwai.249  the 
move was a disaster.  the presence of a large 
achakzai force reignited the feud between the 
achakzai and their traditional rivals, the noorzai, 
who turned to the taliban, rose up in resistance 
and decisively defeated the achakzai force.250  
the achakzai incursion into panjwai swelled the 

ranks of taliban fighters in the area, as noorzai 
tribesmen took up arms: a kandahar provincial 
council member stated that “one village had 10 or 
20 fighters against the government before [abdul 
razik] came, and the next day, maybe 200.”251

more successful than isaf and ansf operations 
in panjwai and Zhari over the summer of 2006 
was a campaign undertaken by afghanistan’s na-
tional directorate of security (nds) to eradicate 
taliban cells operating in kandahar city.  the 
nds raided mosques infiltrated by the taliban 
and detained a large number of suspects.252  

Operation Medusa

there were signs by august 2006 that the tali-
ban fighters in Zhari and panjwai were preparing 
for an assault on kandahar city.  on august 19, 
2006, several hundred taliban fighters launched 
an assault on bazaar-e panjwai, the panjwai dis-
trict center, which was defended by a canadian 
company.253  the canadians beat back the tali-
ban offensive and successfully prevented taliban 
penetration into bazaar-e panjwai.254  to counter 
further taliban attacks, the canadians planned a 
major clearing operation in Zhari district.255

isaf launched operation medusa on september 
2, 2006.256  after preparatory artillery and aerial 
bombardments, two canadian companies attacked 
pashmul from the south, crossing the arghandab 
river and clashing with entrenched taliban de-
fenders. 257   taliban fighters repelled this initial 
assault with counterattacks from layered defensive 
positions.258  

in a possible attempt to divert isaf’s attention 
away from pashmul, the taliban launched an as-
sault on fob martello in shah Wali kot on sep-
tember 4 and 5, 2006.  a force of about eighty 
taliban fighters attacked the fob in a coordinat-
ed assault lasting six hours, but the canadian and 
dutch force holding the post repelled the taliban 
attack without casualties.259  the attack on fob 
martello failed to divert canadian attention from 
operation medusa, but diversionary attacks would 
continue to be used by the taliban in subsequent 
campaigns.
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on september 6, 2006, the canadians shifted 
the direction of their attack to the north, where an 
infantry company began a systematic move south 
from highway one.260 Using armored bulldoz-
ers, isaf troops slowly pushed through taliban 
defenses by destroying bunkers, fire trenches, and 
other fortifications.261 isaf artillery and close air 
support disrupted enemy counterattacks and lines 
of communication, preventing the enemy from 
resupplying their positions and disrupting its 
command and control.262

isaf’s northern assault force penetrated the 
enemy’s defenses and linked up with the initial 
invading force to the south.263 nato forces 
then pushed west,264 as an afghan national army 
battalion pushed east toward kandahar city, 
clearing the area of enemy fighters by september 
17, 2006.265  estimates of enemy casualties vary.  
nato initially claimed that 512 taliban fight-
ers were killed and one hundred captured, but 
they later estimated that more than 1,000 taliban 
fighters were killed.266  in all, the defense of pa-
shmul was an unqualified disaster for the taliban.

THE fAIlURE Of cANAdIAN  
cOUNTERINSURgENcy IN ZHARI ANd 
pANjwAI

in 2007 and early 2008, the canadian battle 
group focused on fighting the taliban for control 
of Zhari and panjwai.  the canadian attempts to 
do so ultimately developed into a costly stalemate, 
leading the canadians to gradually withdraw from 
the area.  the canadian experience in Zhari 
and panjwai demonstrated that a battalion-sized 
force was insufficient to decisively clear or destroy 
enemy networks in these districts.  it also revealed 
the dangers of deploying insufficiently trained and 
unprofessional anp units.  

only a month after operation medusa, taliban 
ambushes against canadian troops in pashmul 
made it clear that the operation had failed to 
assert government control over Zhari and pan-
jwai.267  in mid-december 2006, the canadians 
followed up operation medusa with operation 
baaz tzuka, designed to clear lingering taliban 

cells from the villages of talokan and mushan on 
the panjwai peninsula, and from howz-e medad 
on highway one. 268  the operation met little 
resistance.   taliban fighters, who the canadians 
expected to defend their ground, simply moved 
out of the immediate vicinity of the canadian 
operations and blended in with the population 
in neighboring villages.269  the taliban’s refusal 
to hold position during operation baaz tzuka 
signaled a major shift in the insurgent’s tactics 
following their disastrous loses in operation 
medusa.  after medusa, the taliban operated with 
small groups of fighters rather than large forma-
tions, and insurgents took up residence living 
with locals in family compounds and mosques.270  
small weapons caches were scattered throughout 
the countryside, allowing the taliban to move 
about unarmed, and in some cases, to move past 
coalition positions unobstructed. taliban fighters 
could arm themselves from these caches, launch 
attacks on coalition forces, hide their weapons, 
and then melt into the population.271  

to secure Zhari and panjwai against taliban 
insurgents, the canadians established a chain of 
bases in the two districts with the intention of 
handing over these bases to the afghan security 
forces.272  the canadian presence was anchored 
by two canadian positions: patrol base Wilson on 
highway one, three kilometers north of pashmul, 
and fob mesum ghar, two kilometers south of 
pashmul overlooking the panjwai district cen-
ter and the arghandab river.273  a third cana-
dian outpost was established at sperwan ghar, 
six kilometers southwest of mesum ghar on a 
prominent ridge with a commanding view of the 
river valley.274  canadian forces connected patrol 
base Wilson and mesum ghar at the end of 2006 
with a new paved road, route summit, running 
through the taliban stronghold in pashmul.275  
the taliban launched numerous attacks against 
this road building project during the fall of 
2006.276 

in addition to these canadian-occupied bases, 
three anp bases were established in the taliban 
stronghold of western panjwai district to supple-
ment the already existing isaf bases at mesum 
ghar and sperwan ghar.  bases were set up 
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seven kilometers west of fob sperwan ghar in 
Zangabad, five kilometers west of Zangabad in 
the village of talukan, and a further four kilo-
meters west in mushan.277  operation baaz tzuka 
in december had cleared these three villages, 
all identified as sympathetic to the taliban, in 
preparation for the construction of anp posts,278 
but the taliban would soon reinfiltrate these 
areas.  in Zhari, a major anp base already existed 
on the western edge of Zhari district, on a key 
hill called ghundy ghar overlooking the village 
of lakokhel.279 a final anp post was established 
later in 2007 in howz-e medad on highway one, 
north of Zhari.280  these bases did not, however, 
deter the taliban from rebuilding its force in 
Zhari and panjwai.  by the spring of 2007, the 
taliban’s force in Zhari and panjwai was estimated 
to consist of some 600 insurgents, growing to the 
strength of approximately 1,200 insurgents at the 
end of 2008.281  

canadian patrols responded to building tali-
ban presence in the spring of 2007 by patrolling 
inward from the bases on the outskirts of Zhari, 

targeting a triangular area running from pashmul 
west to sangsar and nalgham, known as a taliban 
stronghold.  these canadian patrols encountered 
some resistance from the taliban, but retained 
overall freedom of movement.282  the canadians 
were considering moving into the sangsar-nal-
gham area in force to establish anp checkpoints 
in april 2007, but there were insufficient cana-
dian and ana resources to do so.283  one month 
later the canadians conducted operations with 
two to three companies through insurgent-held 
areas in central Zhari, but they did not conduct 
systematic clearing or searches.284  the opera-
tions were designed primarily as presence patrols 
and did nothing to dislocate the taliban from the 
Zhari district.285

the canadians were limited to performing pres-
ence patrols because their force was too small to 
employ important counterinsurgency tactics, like 
conducting clearing missions and holding terrain. 
at times, the canadian presence in panjwai and 
Zhari was limited to a single company as cana-
dian units were sent on multi-week assignments 

mAp 3 | ZHARI ANd pANjwAI
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across kandahar and helmand provinces.286  
because the canadians could only move sporadi-
cally through the populated areas of Zhari and did 
not have sufficient troop strength to be a constant 
presence, they were limited in their ability to gen-
erate actionable intelligence.  canadian opera-
tions in the spring of 2007 resulted in few caches 
and bomb-making facilities seized, and even fewer 
fighters captured.287  even with actionable intelli-
gence or tips from the local population, small ca-
nadian formations without air assault capabilities 
moved too slowly over the difficult and canalized 
terrain of Zhari and panjwai to successfully detain 
suspects.288  the canadians were occasionally able 
to conduct night patrols as a means of preventing 
taliban ambushes on highway one during the 
spring and summer of 2007.289  the tactic proved 
effective, as highway one was free of attacks when 
and where night patrols were conducted.290  but 
there were insufficient troops to conduct night 
patrols for more than a few weeks at a time or in 
large areas.291  

to counter the canadians in Zhari and panjwai, 
the taliban began an ied campaign in 2007, 
using increasingly powerful and frequent ied 
attacks.  by april 2007, the taliban adopted the 
practice of rigging several bombs together, and 
taliban ied attacks began to destroy canadian 
light armored vehicles inflicting fatal casualties 
on their crews.292   the taliban’s ied campaign 
aimed at limiting canadian freedom of movement 
and forcing the canadians to devote their atten-
tion to force protection.  key objectives of the 
taliban’s campaign were the lines of communica-
tion which connected canadian positions in Zhari 
and panjwai to kandahar airfield.293  ied attacks 
became an almost daily occurrence on the section 
of highway one running through the Zhari dis-
trict.294  the taliban also conducted frequent ied 
attacks against route fosters, the road stretching 
southwest from kandahar city to bazaar-e pan-
jwai, and from there across the panjwai peninsula 
to fob mushan.295 

taliban ied cells were able to take advantage of 
the canadians’ failure to establish even a limited 
presence in certain areas of Zhari and panjwai.  
parts of Zhari not held by the canadians were an 

ideal location for attacks on highway one.  Using 
bases in Zhari’s dense terrain to target highway 
one was a tactic first used by the mujahideen, who 
had forced the soviets to build a second highway 
through the more easily patrolled desert several 
miles north.296  in panjwai, the taliban devel-
oped key bases around the villages of nakhonay 
and belanday.297  nakhonay and belanday were 
ishaqzai and noorzai enclaves, and this provided 
the taliban with a sympathetic local population.298  
these towns sat between kandahar city and the 
canadian positions in western panjwai peninsula, 
and taliban bases in this area were thus strategi-
cally placed for attacks on the central canadian 
line of communication in panjwai.  canadian 
intelligence reports indicated that an ied cell 
had moved into the village of nakhonay in July 
2007.299  despite the threat that taliban cells in 
the nakhonay area posed, the canadians never 
established a permanent presence in the area, 
conducting only periodic raids.300  during one 
raid in the fall of 2008, the canadians uncov-
ered not only a bomb-making factory, but also a 
taliban infirmary with ivs, sterile fluids, syringes, 
painkillers, and stockpiles of food supplies, clear 
evidence of taliban entrenchment in the area.301  

ied cells based in nakhonay and elsewhere in 
panjwai targeted route fosters, the main supply 
route from kandahar city to fob mesum ghar, 
and made canadian attempts to supply forces in 
panjwai increasingly costly.302  in addition, ied 
cells in panjwai also targeted canadian patrols 
as they passed over the narrow and canalized 
roads running through panjwai’s densely cov-
ered terrain, limiting the canadians freedom 
of movement through the district.  ied attacks, 
for example, were used by the taliban to prevent 
the canadians from coming to the support of 
besieged anp posts.303  ieds were also used in 
conjunction with ambushes to defend key pieces 
of terrain or key targets against advancing cana-
dian units. 304  the ied campaign in Zhari and 
panjwai had the net effect of taking the initiative 
away from the canadians, whose military resourc-
es were increasingly focused on force protection 
and targeting of ied cells, rather than on separat-
ing the taliban from the local population through 
counterinsurgency operations.
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Problems with the Afghan Police

canadian efforts to secure Zhari and panjwai in 
2007 also faltered due to their reliance on under-
trained and ill-disciplined anp units.  the reli-
ance on the anp was understandable, given the 
small size of the canadian deployment and isaf’s 
stated goal of gradually turning security over the 
afghans.  but the anp deployed to panjwai and 
Zhari were too weak and undertrained to confront 
the taliban.  deploying the anp without suffi-
cient partnering and support severely attrited the 
anp in kandahar over the course of 2007.

the canadians turned over their posts in pan-
jwai in the spring of 2007 to a diverse collection 
of police units, some local and some recruited 
from non-pashtun areas, but none of which were 
professional or properly trained.305  some of these 
units were drawn from tribal militias reintegrated 
into the police force.306  Wali karzai attempted at 
one point to intercede with the Us advisers train-
ing the afghan national border police on behalf 
of policemen expelled for inappropriate behav-
ior.307  

police efficacy also suffered from the severe lack of 
support for the anp.  not only were wages for the 
anp far below wages from private security firms 
or for the ana, but the police were also chroni-
cally undersupplied.308  in other cases, there were 
strong social pressures for the anp not to engage 
the taliban.  any police units drawn from kan-
dahar faced the prospect of taliban reprisals.309  
the taliban also reportedly offered bribes to anp 
and ana soldiers and infiltrated police units with 
agents, further explaining high rates of desertion 
and low morale.310  these factors all explain why 
anp units in Zhari and panjwai sometimes re-
fused to go into combat against the taliban, even 
when partnered with the canadians.

the deployment of the anp 005 standby bat-
talion to mushan, Zangabad, and taloqan, the key 
posts defending panjwai, highlights the inadequa-
cies of the anp in 2007.  Underpaid, the unit 
quickly resorted to theft and extortion.311  this 
alienated local residents, many of whom support-
ed the taliban’s campaign to drive the unit out.312  

the mushan outpost was under constant siege 
during the summer of 2007, and anp police 
were often trapped for days.  When the unit with-
drew to Zangabad in June, nineteen of the forty 
men in the unit had been wounded or killed in 
action, and most of the remainder had deserted.313  
the Zangabad garrison, meanwhile, had been 
reduced from fifty men to twenty.314  in addition 
to fighting the taliban, the 005 standby bat-
talion was also drawn into open conflict with the 
national directorate for security (nds).  nds 
kandahar chief abdul ghafar had long been 
at odds with mohammed azim, the anp com-
mander in panjwai, and he arrested azim during 
the summer of 2007.315  the anp’s remaining 
posts in panjwai came under sustained taliban 
attack on august 7, 2007, and the anp bitterly 
criticized isaf and the ana for taking hours to 
come to their relief.316

north of the arghandab river, the anp force in 
Zhari had been whittled away to sixty-four men 
by the summer’s end, a force far too small to 
constrain the estimated 600 taliban fighters in 
the area. 317  the crucial anp post on the ghundy 
ghar hill had been overrun by the taliban over 
the course of the summer.318  determined attacks 
against the anp across the province were a suc-
cessful taliban tactic and succeeded in seriously 
attriting the afghan police.  across kandahar 
province, the anp lost close to 1,000 police of-
ficers during 2007.319

the canadian battlegroup was forced to conduct 
several operations during the fall of 2007 to 
retake police posts in Zhari and panjwai that had 
been lost by the anp. 320  additional canadian 
operations upgraded the defenses of these posi-
tions to allow them to house both anp and ca-
nadian troops.321  responding to the disasters of 
that summer, isaf launched additional measures 
to reform the kandahar police force.  in the fall 
of 2007, the canadian created police operational 
mentoring and liaison teams (pomlts), which 
attached canadian officers or non-commissioned 
officers to anp units deployed in Zhari and 
panjwai.322  the pomlts gave the canadians 
greater oversight over the anp, and the canadian 
mentors worked to prevent the establishment of 
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illegal police checkpoints.323  in october 2007, 
the canadians began to pay anp salaries directly 
through the pomlts, to bypass corrupt com-
manders who kept a large fraction of their officers’ 
paychecks.324  several non-pashtun police units 
also deployed to kandahar in the fall.  in pa-
shmul, the canadians experimented with a mixed 
tajik and pashtun force, but the unit refused to 
engage the taliban.325  the canadians had more 
luck when they deployed a hazara police force to 
pashmul late in 2007.  the unit was willing to 
engage the taliban, whom the hazaras bitterly 
resented, but as outsiders, the hazara lacked local 
knowledge and spoke dari, not pashtu.326

by 2008, it was evident that the small size of the 
canadian battle group and the lack of profes-
sionalism and training of the anp rendered these 
forces insufficient to secure Zhari and panjwai.  
the canadians made a final attempt to extend 
the territory under their control in Zhari in 
november 2007, when they conducted opera-
tion tashwish mekawa to recapture sangsar and 
construct an outpost to be manned by the anp 
and their mentors.327  sangsar was identified as 
the base for a number of taliban attacks against 
anp posts in Zhari.328  but after the move into 
sangsar the canadians were forced to gradually 
contract their presence in Zhari.  taliban ied 
attacks and ambushes soon made the anp post in 
sangsar unsustainable.  resupplying the outpost 
required “a battalion-level operation once per 
month,” and the post was closed six months later 
in may 2008.329  posts in panjwai were similarly 
under constant attack.330  

in the spring of 2008, the canadians focused 
much of their energy in panjwai on the construc-
tion of a paved road from fob mesum ghar to 
mushan.331  the road would pass through the 
taliban’s stronghold on the panjwai peninsula.332  
Yet, consistent taliban ied attacks and ambushes 
against the project, as well as an intimidation 
campaign against local hired to work on the road 
slowed progress.333  

in addition to the road paving project, the cana-
dians added another cop near the towns of haji 
soltanmohammad khan and haji atamohammad 

khan, half way between the canadian bases at 
massum ghar and talukan, to provide increased 
security for fourteen kilometers of route fosters 
from bazaar-e panjwai to mushan.334  the degree 
to which defending and improving roads in pan-
jwai in 2008 absorbed the attention of the cana-
dian battle group confirms the extent to which the 
taliban had forced isaf to defend its own lines 
of communication, rather than seriously contest-
ing the taliban’s hold over the population.  by 
the second half of 2008, the canadians realized 
that holding posts in western panjwai was of little 
value if the units stationed there were primarily 
absorbed with force protection.  the canadians 
began scaling back their presence in panjwai, and 
dismantled their cops at talukan and Zangabad 
in the fall of 2008.335

NEw TAlIBAN lEAdERSHIp ANd 
STRATEgy: 2007-2008

the taliban’s ability to contain the canadians 
in Zhari and panjwai allowed them to achieve an 
important strategic repositioning during 2007.  
the taliban’s losses during operation medusa 
in 2006, which were estimated to be as high as 
1,100,336 were staggering, given that the taliban’s 
southern force was estimated to consist of ap-
proximately 6,700 fighters during the summer 
of 2006.337  the taliban also suffered the loss of 
several important commanders in early 2006.  a 
combination of heavy casualties and leadership 
changes may explain the lack of large scale taliban 
offensives in the south in 2007.  but while there 
was no taliban offensive of the scale seen in 2006 
or 2008, the taliban continued to pursue a subtle 
but aggressive campaign throughout 2007 with the 
ultimate goal of retaking kandahar city.  because 
of the taliban’s success in tying down the canadi-
ans in Zhari in panjwai, they were able to pursue 
two key goals in kandahar.  the taliban were able 
to develop institutions of governance in taliban-
held areas of kandahar, especially in Zhari and 
panjwai, as a means of winning legitimacy for 
the taliban movement.  the taliban were also to 
wage a successful offensive to move into kandahar 
city from the north through arghandab district 
circumventing the isaf deployment in Zhari and 
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panjwai.

the development of new taliban objectives 
coincided with a major reconfiguration of senior 
taliban leadership.  in december 2006, mullah 
omar’s deputy, mullah akhtar osmani, was killed 
by an airstrike in helmand.338  three months 
later, in march 2007, mullah obaidullah, the 
taliban’s former defense minister and a leading 
member of the rahbari shura, was arrested by the 
isi.339  then in may 2007, mullah dadullah ak-
hund was killed in helmand province.340  rumors 
circulated in the wake of osmani and dadullah’s 
deaths that both had resulted from politically 
driven tip-offs.341  Whether or not those reports 
are true, osmani and dadullah were known to 
be fierce rivals.342  the death of mullah dadul-
lah led his faction to be sidelined within the Qst 
leadership.  dadullah akhund’s brother, mullah 
mansoor dadullah, claimed to take the place of 
his slain brother.343  but the Qst’s senior leader-
ship did not recognize mansoor dadullah and in 
december 2007, issued a statement disowning 
him from their movement.344 the split between 
mansoor dadullah and the Qst intensified when 
the former opened up communications with 
the british in helmand province.345  mansoor 
dadullah was captured two months later in febru-
ary 2008 by pakistani security forces. 346  at the 
beginning of 2008, mullah omar issued an order 
banning the beheadings of afghans found guilty 
of spying for the government.347  beheadings had 
been a favored tactic of mullah dadullah, and 
mullah omar’s order suggests there was a back-
lash against dadullah’s tactics in the taliban’s high 
command following his death.348  debate within 
the Qst over the use of suicide bombings and 
civilian casualties also intensified in the spring of 
2008, following two bloody suicide bombings in 
february of that year, and the frequency of suicide 
bombings in kandahar dropped after mullah 
dadullah’s death.349

the loss of mullahs osmani, obaidullah, and 
dadullah did not have significant long term effects 
on the taliban’s capabilities.  some analysts have 
even suggested that the loss of these command-
ers benefited the taliban, by allowing younger, 
more innovative commanders to replace the older 

generation of leaders which led the taliban in the 
1990s.350  this was certainly the case with mullah 
abdur ghani baradar, who ascended to opera-
tional command over the Qst to replace osmani, 
obaidullah, and daduallah.  by october 2007, 
baradar was described by the official publica-
tion of the taliban as the organization’s deputy 
leader.351  While mullah omar remains the nomi-
nal head of the organization, he is increasingly 
removed from direct decision making.352  mullah 
omar is reported to trust baradar, with whom 
he has a long relationship.  the two men fought 
together against the soviets and later established 
a madrassa together in maiwand.353  baradar, a 
member of the popolzai tribe, is known for his 
“modern, efficient style of command” and for 
his political and diplomatic savvy.354  since taking 
command, baradar has also worked to increase 
the centralized Quetta shura control over the or-
ganization.355  to this end, baradar has established 
two committees, one to handle complaints from 
taliban fighters and commanders, and one to deal 
with civilian complaints.356  these committees are 
an attempt to reign in rogue taliban units and 
prevent them from feuding with one another or 
preying upon the local population.357  since the 
beginning of 2008, mullah baradar’s senior field 
commander and the head of baradar’s military 
complaints committee has been mullah Zakir, 
also known as abdullah gulam rasoul, a former 
guantanamo bay prisoner transferred to afghan 
authorities in 2007 and subsequently released.358

Taliban Control in Panjwai and Zhari

the taliban, while conducting its campaign to 
keep the canadians out of Zhari and panjwai in 
2007, moved to consolidate its control over the 
population and to gain local recognition of the 
taliban as the area’s legitimate governance struc-
ture.  Zhari and panjwai provided a bridgehead 
for a taliban campaign focused on drawing the 
population of kanadahar away from the govern-
ment, as the tribal dynamics in the area made 
some local groups sympathetic to the taliban.  
the highly coveted farmland of Zhari and panjwai 
is a patchwork of tribal enclaves.359  the barakzai, 
noorzai, and achakzai have a significant presence, 
but there are also large pockets of various ghilzai 
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sub-tribes.360  With the exception of the tali-
ban period from 1994 to 2001, the noorzai and 
ghilzai have historically had little connection to 
the government in kandahar, and they continued 
to be marginalized after 2001.361

 complicating social relations in Zhari and pan-
jwai are questions of land ownership and taxation.  
historically, large areas of Zhari and panjwai 
were owned by kandahar’s tribal aristocracy—the 
barakzai, popolzai, and achakzai—and worked by 
noorzai, ishaqzai, and ghilzai peasants.362  there 
is, however, little information on how the turbu-
lent years of the anti-soviet jihad, the mujahideen 
period, and the taliban’s rule in kandahar have 
affected the structure of land owndership in these 
areas.  since 2001, some of the major militia 
commanders and tribal strongmen who support 
the kandahar government have reportedly at-
tempted to increase their landholdings by force.363  

the taliban has been able to capitalize on this 
chaotic dynamic by offering local farmers protec-
tion against large landholders and strongmen.  
because the land relationships are in many cases 
unclear, the taliban has been conducting de facto 
land reform in the major agrarian areas of Zhari 
and panjwai by targeting landowners.364  histori-
cally, the afghan clergy have objected to projects 
of land reform, insisting that islam upholds the 
protection of private property; however, excep-
tions were made during the anti-soviet jihad 
when the clergy often did not support absentee 
landlords who were accused of abandoning the 
muslim cause or of using means to acquire their 
land, such as usury, that they considered immor-
al.365  taliban targeting of large landholders has 
also been reported in ghorak district, where the 
Qst has targeted major popolzai landlords, who 
have been forced to flee to kandahar city.366  

the taliban’s first step in expanding its control 
over Zhari and panjwai was to root out locals who 
might assist isaf forces.  in december 2006, as 
the taliban recovered from operation medusa, 
they reportedly executed twenty-six men in the 
village of talukan in panjwai for cooperating with 
isaf troops.  the headless bodies were publically 
displayed and locals were warned that they would 

suffer similar consequences for collaboration.367  
the taliban have continued publicly to display 
the corpses of executed victims as a warning 
against collaborators,368 although mullah omar 
banned the beheading of informants in 2008, 
recommending firing squads as an alternative.369  
the taliban’s concerns with civilian informants 
continued into 2008.  some ana commanders 
in Zhari and panjwai were known to distribute cell 
phones to the population, as cell phones allowed 
villagers privately to call in tips against the tali-
ban, 370 and isaf set up a 911-style call center in 
2007.371 in response, the taliban demanded in 
march 2008, that kandahar’s cell phone compa-
nies suspend service at night, so that the taliban 
could operate safely during those hours.372  When 
some of kandahar’s service providers refused to 
acquiesce, the taliban began destroying cell phone 
towers.373  cell phone companies refused govern-
ment protection, fearing that it would brand them 
as connected with the kandahar government, 
and several companies eventually gave in to the 
taliban’s demands.374

the taliban also directed attacks against govern-
ment officials in Zhari and panjwai.  in august, 
2007, a suicide bomber killed Zhari district chief 
khariudin achakzai and three of his children at 
their home in kandahar city.375  

though intimidation and terror compelled 
dissident elements of the local population into 
compliance or drove them to seek refuge in kan-
dahar city, the taliban also sought to win popular 
cooperation by providing ordered governance.376  
the taliban’s judicial system, regularized taxation, 
oversight mechanisms, complaints committees, 
and protection of opium growers all demonstrate 
a clear concern with winning local support.  

taliban shadow governance is multi-faceted. the 
taliban assigns a governor to each province, who 
plays both a military and a civil role.377  the tali-
ban governor’s primary functions include coor-
dinating the efforts of the commanders working 
in his province and administering and providing 
oversight of taliban finances.378  the taliban’s 
high command places special emphasis on finan-
cial oversight, and explicitly addressed the issue 
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in a 2006 rulebook approved by mullah omar 
and given to taliban field commanders.379  the 
rules specified that, “taliban may not use Jihad 
equipment or property for personal ends,” and 
that each fighter is “accountable to his superiors 
in matters of money spending and equipment 
usage.”380  the functions of a taliban governor 
accord with nineteenth century traditions of 
governance in afghanistan, in which provincial 
governors were  responsible for the maintenance 
of order, the oversight of regular and paramilitary 
forces, taxation, and for the exertion of central 
control in the provinces.381  

the establishment of sharia law courts is another 
defining aspect of taliban control.  the establish-
ment of taliban courts has been reported not only 
in kandahar and helmand, but in the prov-
inces surrounding kabul.382  there are concrete 
reports of courts operating in areas of kandahar 
province, though it is unclear from open source 
material exactly how many courts the taliban 
operate and to what extent the Quetta shura has 
standardized its legal procedures.383  a panel of 
three or four itinerant judges has traveled through 
the maiwand district, for example, ruling on peti-
tions brought before them and punishing guilty 
parties.384  in Zhari, similar courts carried out 
twenty-seven executions by 2008.385  by 2008, 
the taliban’s traveling judiciary had extended its 
influence to the towns of senjaray and sanzaray, 
ten miles west of kandahar city.386  one local 
farmer reported that the courts in maiwand and 
Zhari “deal with a number of cases: land disputes, 
family disputes, loan disputes, robbery, killing, 
fighting… and the people are happy with them.”387  

the taliban’s judicial system is backed by its use 
of force.  taliban courts have the power to serve 
warrants and subpoena villagers to testify before 
them.388  the taliban’s provision for a judiciary 
system has become a key source for building its 
legitimacy in kandahar.  anecdotal evidence 
suggests taliban courts are far more efficient and 
transparent than government-funded courts, 
and that many locals prefer them for a variety of 
reasons.389  not only are local courts corrupt, but 
they are also inadequate for the size of kandahar’s 
population.390  as of June 2009, there were only 

eight government judges serving a population of 
one million kandaharis, and those judges were 
unable to travel to many outlying districts.391  
pro-government mullahs may have once handled 
a large number of the cases not addressed by 
kandahar’s government judiciary, but the tali-
ban’s campaign to assassinate them, ongoing since 
2003, has limited the influence of these mullahs, 
many of whom have left public life.392  by target-
ing judges and mullahs, the taliban’s use of terror 
has played a major role in creating a judicial 
vacuum in kandahar.

the taliban’s high command clearly understands 
the importance of developing a reputation for 
transparency and orderly conduct amongst the 
population of kandahar.  to this end, the Qst 
has formed a committee, currently headed by 
torak agha, to investigate civilian complaints 
against taliban commanders. 393 the committee’s 
responsibilities include the review of taliban ac-
counting practices to ensure that local command-
ers are not misappropriating funds from locals 
or embezzling payouts from the taliban’s central 
treasury.394  the Quetta shura taliban’s oversight 
procedures also extend to their judiciary system.  
in musa Qala, in neighboring helmand province, 
the taliban appointed a committee to oversee the 
conduct of the shadow judiciary, which removed 
from office a taliban judge found guilty of tak-
ing bribes.395  the taliban’s desire to win public 
support in occupied areas through their judicial 
code is also demonstrated by their willingness to 
moderate the harsh legal prohibitions on enter-
tainment they had taken during their tenure in 
power during the 1990s.  radio, television, and 
the shaving of beards are no longer outlawed by 
the taliban in kandahar, although such activities 
remained rare in many taliban-controlled villages 
due to a reigning conservative social culture.396

in their efforts to increase local perception of the 
taliban as the legitimate government, the tali-
ban have required locals in Zhari and panjwai to 
obtain taliban licenses for certain activities.397  
villagers have sought taliban approval before re-
pairing irrigation systems.398  in one case, taliban 
approval specified that machinery used had to be 
rented from private companies, and not loaned 
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from the government’s agriculture department.399  
by banning the use of government development 
aid, the taliban further separates the popula-
tion from isaf and reinforces the psychological 
perception that the taliban is the legitimate local 
government.

part of Zhari and panjwai’s value for the taliban 
comes from the ability of these areas to sustain 
the forces based there, and a major source of the 
taliban’s legitimacy is their ability to assess and 
collect taxes in a well-regulated manner.  a major 
source of taliban funding is a zakat tax collected 
from villagers in areas under taliban control.400  
the exact tax assessment probably varies from 
area to area, though in some places the ushr, or 
a ten percent tithe, is collected.401  as in most 
agrarian societies, the tax is tied to agricultural 
production, and is often paid once or twice yearly 
following major harvests.402  because the zakat is in 
accordance with historical and cultural expecta-
tions and because the taliban is tied to the local 
population via familial relations, taliban taxation 
is in many areas seen as more legitimate than the 
forms of extortion exerted by the afghan police, 
and not heavily resented.403  the taliban also 
derives revenues from poppy cultivation in areas 
under their control.404  the taliban’s connection 
to opium and heroin trafficking remains a subject 
of debate, but what is clear is that the movement is 
closely connected to opium cultivation at the low-
est levels.  most taliban fighters are farmers and 
taliban campaigns are timed to allow the popula-
tion to harvest opium fields every april.405  

the taliban have benefited from the discontent 
caused by poppy eradication in Zhari, panjwai, 
and maiwand.  poppy eradication was a favored 
cause of the asadullah khalid administration 
in kandahar, and in april of both 2007 and 
2008, the kandahar government launched major 
eradication campaigns.406  the eradication ef-
forts selectively targeted farmers without links to 
the kandahar government.407   in both years, the 
campaigns came under intense attack by taliban 
forces, and eradication could not be completed in 
Zhari and panjwai, especially because the cana-
dian military refused to support counter-narcotics 
units.408  successfully defending local opium 

farmers both further ingratiated the taliban with 
the local population and increased the taliban’s 
taxation and smuggling revenues.

the taliban rely on occupied territory in Zhari 
and panjwai not only for material support but 
also for manpower.  the taliban fighting force 
is composed of a combination of “regular” full 
time fighters and local recruits or conscripts, 
whose service may be temporary and seasonal.409  
regular fighters were likely to have spent time 
in pakistan, and included numbers of madrassa 
students, recruited in pakistan but originally from 
afghanistan.410  since 2006, however, the bulk 
of the taliban’s force around kandahar city has 
consisted of local recruits.411  the taliban’s 2006 
rulebook demonstrated that local recruitment was 
a priority, specifying that “a taliban commander 
is permitted to extend an invitation to all afghans 
who support infidels so that they may convert to 
the true islam.”412  the guidelines applied the 
taliban’s strict military justice system to taliban 
fighters, but also specified that new recruits are 
protected from executions, a measure presumably 
intended to prevent fallings out with the commu-
nities from which local taliban are recruited.413  
recruitment itself can be best described as some-
where between voluntary service and conscrip-
tion.414  in some places, the taliban have been 
shown to use a call-up system: families and vil-
lagers are expected to provide a number of troops 
to serve in taliban field forces, and there are 
examples of young men joining the taliban’s ranks 
because they feel a duty to replace older relatives 
killed in action against isaf or the ana.415

the taliban were effectively able to cause entire 
communities to see themselves as taliban-affili-
ated.  by 2006, the taliban’s campaign of terror 
against pro-government clerics in kandahar gave 
way to actual taliban territorial control in some 
parts, and mullahs in rural areas overwhelmingly 
gave their support to the taliban.416  Zhari and 
panjwai became support centers for the taliban, 
in which local communities not only collaborate 
with, but often actively aid and participate in, the 
insurgency.  these districts developed into a valu-
able source of manpower, material, and funding 
for the taliban.
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THE TAlIBAN’S NORTHERN OffENSIvE

Expanding Taliban Control in Khakrez

even though the canadians were unable to exert 
control over Zhari and panjwai, the movement 
of canadian forces there after operation medusa 
complicated taliban expansion into kandahar 
city from the west.  While the taliban continued 
to contain the canadians in Zhari and panjwai in 
2007 and 2008, they organized and conducted 
a campaign to advance on kandahar city from 
the north.417  the objective of this campaign was 
the arghandab district.418  the densely cultivated 
district is crisscrossed by canals, thick vegetation, 
and orchards.  located directly adjacent to kan-
dahar city, arghandab is an ideal safehaven from 
which insurgents can project into the provincial 
capital.  the mujahideen had used the area to this 
end during the anti-soviet jihad, and the taliban 
intended to use it for the same purpose.419    

the capture of arghandab required preparatory 
operations.  the region was geographically and 
politically well-defended.  arghandab district is 
surrounded to the north and West by a line of 
hills which formed a protective barrier around the 
fertile valley.  the arghandab district had long 
been the homeland of the alokozai tribe, over 
which mullah naqib had exercised strong control 
since the 1980s.  the alokozai were known for 
their military strength, and as long as naqib’s trib-
al commanders and their militias remained hostile 
to the taliban, they posed a serious obstacle to any 
advance through the arghandab district.420  the 
taliban reportedly maintained a communication 
channel with naqib, and attempted to negoti-
ate for his support.421  though long at odds with 
governor sherzai and Wali karzai, mullah naqib 
remained a firm opponent of the taliban, and in 
2006, ahmed Wali karzai was able to renew his 
alliance with mullah naqib, the key alokozai tribal 
leader, to shore up kandahar’s northern flank 
as the taliban moved into Zhari and panjwai in 
2006.422  refusing the taliban’s entreaties, mul-
lah naqib became a target for assassination and 
in march 2007, he was injured but not killed in 
an ied attack on his armored sUv.423  as long as 
mullah naqib remained alive, he complicated the 

taliban’s advance on arghandab.424  

in preparation for their attack on arghandab, 
the taliban maneuvered into khakrez district 
during the spring and summer of 2007.425  the 
most direct approaches to arghandab district 
from the north are through a series of passes over 
the hills separating arghandab from khakrez and 
the valleys of western shah Wali kot.  khakrez 
geographically controls the entrances to these 
key passes.  in addition, the khakrez district 
geographically links Zhari and maiwand—both 
significant areas of taliban activity in 2007—to 
the taliban bases in shah Wali kot district and in 
the tri-border area where helmand, kandahar, 
and Uruzgan provinces meet.  control of khakrez 
would link several key taliban positions and allow 
resources from each of these fronts to move into 
arghandab district.  

isaf had pulled most its forces out of northern 
kandahar to support operations in Zhari and 
panjwai in the fall of 2006.  With the exception of 
a small canadian base guarding the kandahar to 
tarin kowt highway and occasional special forc-
es activity, the taliban were left unchallenged in 
shah Wali kot, khakrez, and the other northern 
districts of kandahar from the fall of 2006 to the 
summer of 2007.426  the taliban took advantange 
of isaf’s inattention to move forces into these 
areas and intimidate the local population.  by 
June of 2007, isaf intelligence reported a major 
taliban troop buildup in khakrez and shah Wali 
kot, which isaf claimed included large numbers 
of arab and chechen fighters.427  in response, 
isaf and the ana launched operation adalat 
to root insurgents out of northern kandahar.428  
U.s. special forces and ana troops moved into 
to khakrez in early June with the support of 
canadian artillery and armor.429  the operation 
provoked a stronger taliban response than similar 
operations elsewhere in kandahar, suggesting the 
importance of khakrez to the taliban’s campaign 
plan.  isaf supply lines that ran through the hills 
north of kandahar city were subject to frequent 
taliban ied attacks.430  in the third week of June, 
the taliban launched a series of attacks across 
northern kandahar and Uruzgan.  on June 16, 
2007, several hundred taliban fighters almost 
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overwhelmed a dutch post in the chora distict of 
Uruzgan, outside of tarin kowt.431  the taliban 
subsequently seized the mianishin district center 
on June 18 and took the ghorak district center the 
next day.432  

these taliban attacks occurred nearly simul-
taneously with isaf operation perseverance, 
launched on June 18, 2007, to clear the taliban 
from khakrez.433  the isaf operation culminated 
on June 22, 2007, with an assault on the town 
of padah, a hamlet ten kilometers south of the 
khakrez district center used as a taliban base.434  
despite the deployment of canadian armor, 
the taliban fought the attacking force, losing an 
estimated forty fighters in the subsequent battle.435  
that same week, small canadian units retook the 
ghorak and mianashin district centers. the ca-
nadians reinstalled the anp units that had been 
forced from their posts a week earlier.436

the anp garrison at ghorak came under taliban 
assault again in early July.437  the anp column 
sent to relieve the ghorak garrison was ambushed 
by the taliban in the village of china, which is 
located in the pass connecting the ghorak valley 
with the maiwand district.  the anp relief force 
withdrew after a five-hour battle. 438  a small 
canadian and ana force returned the next day 
and successfully relieved ghorak.  this time ana 
soldiers assumed command of the garrison.439  
they would hold the ghorak district center for 
half a year, departing in early 2008 and handing 
the post over, once more, to the local anp, who 
would find themselves besieged in the district cen-
ter for most of 2008.440  the nominal ana and 
anp presence in ghorak did little to prevent the 
district from being used as a key taliban line of 
communication for taliban fighters and logistics 
moving between helmand and kandahar.441

the taliban’s response to coalition operations in 
shah Wali kot and khakrez during the summer 
of 2007 fits with their broader design of securing 
positions from which to attack the arghandab dis-
trict.  the coalition’s operation adalat threatened 
to interfere with this campaign, and the taliban’s 
complex response, executed with coordinated op-
erations across northern kandahar and Uruzgan, 

suggests the importance of these districts to the 
taliban.   the timing of the taliban’s June 2007 
attacks on chora in Uruzgan and the ghorak and 
mianishin district centers, which was simultane-
ous to coalition operations in khakrez and shah 
Wali kot, suggests that the taliban were aiming 
to stretch canadian forces thin and distract them 
from their operations in khakrez and shah Wali 
kot.442  the taliban’s decision to stand and fight a 
sustained and costly engagement to defend padah 
in khakrez against a coalition attack was also un-
usual.  padah was reportedly the central strong-
point for the taliban’s occupation of khakrez, 
and the taliban’s refusal to evacuate the position 
confirms its importance. 443  the village lies near 
the entrance to the boland pass, which leads from 
khakrez into arghandab, and near the road run-
ning into arghandab along the soznay stream.444

because the canadians lacked the resources to 
hold khakrez, the June 2007 operation was only 
a short-term hindrance to the taliban takeover 
of the district.445  in the fall of 2007, the taliban 
increased their force presence in khakrez,446 and 
by doing so were able to intimidate and co-opt the 
khakrez district leadership.  the taliban report-
edly bought off the khakrez district chief in oc-
tober 2007, and made a deal allowing the taliban 
free movement through the district in exchange 
for a ceasefire with the district’s beleaguered police 
force.447  the khakrez police chief was arrested 
for his links to the taliban in may 2008, suggest-
ing he too had been co-opted.448

The Taliban Assault into Arghandab

mullah naqib died of a heart attack on october 
11, 2007.449  several days later, president karzai 
arrived in kandahar and publically crowned mul-
lah naqib’s twenty-six-year-old son, karimul-
lah naqibi, as the new chieftain of the alokozai 
tribe.450  

karzai’s choice undermined the alokozai tribe’s 
ability to resist the taliban.  tribal leadership in 
pashtun society is semi-meritocratic, rather than 
strictly hereditary, and tribal leaders, moreover, 
are traditionally chosen by the tribe and not by 
outside authorities.451  several alokozai leaders 
were more natural choices for succession and 
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would have carried greater authority within the 
tribe.  by crowning naqibi, karzai passed over 
khan mohammad, former commander of the 
ana 2nd corps and the senior alokozai general, 
and izzatullah Wasifi, son of former tribal leader 
azizullah Wasifi.452  both individuals were not 
only passed over for leadership, but they had been 
moved from kandahar by appointments to the 
national government several years earlier, perhaps 
in an effort to move potential karzai rivals out 
of kandahar and away from their power bases.  
izzatullah Wasifi was made governor of farah in 
2005, preventing him from contesting for a seat 
in the Wolesi Jirga, and later made anti-corrup-
tion minister in kabul.453  khan mohammad 
served as an adviser to the interior minister in 
kabul in 2007 and 2008.454  both khan mo-
hammed and Wasifi protested naqibi’s appoint-
ment, arguing that president karzai was not only 
overstepping his role by interfering in alokozai 

tribal affairs, but also jeopardizing kandahar’s 
security for his own political ends.455  

the young karimullah naqibi was poorly quali-
fied for tribal leadership.  naqibi lacked mili-
tary and political experience, demonstrated by 
his complete failure to coordinate the alokozai 
defense of arghandab in 2007.456  he was inde-
cisive, failed to win the popular support enjoyed 
by his father, and lacked standing among the 
kandahar government, where he was treated by 
governor khalid “like a rag doll.”457 the karzais, 
for their part, were employing a familiar strategy 
by fracturing rival tribes in kandahar, and limit-
ing the independence of their leadership.458  the 
alokozai were a major target of this campaign 
because Wali karzai was concerned about that 
tribe’s power.459  the karzais’ strategy had been 
employed previously against the alokozai when 
alokozai provincial police chief Zabit akrem was 
moved to mazar-e sherif in 2003.460 the inter-

mAp 4 | cENTRAl KANdAHAR pROvINcE
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vention by the karzais in 2007, though perhaps 
politically expedient at the time, was shortsighted, 
as it created a leadership vacuum within the 
alokozai tribe and weakened its ability to resist the 
taliban.

the taliban saw mullah naqib’s death and ka-
rimullah naqibi’s succession as a key strategic 
opportunity.  Within weeks, taliban fighters had 
surged into khakrez, completing the taliban oc-
cupation of the district and putting the taliban 
in a position from which to attack arghandab.461  
in late october 2007, the taliban began an 
intimidation campaign in arghandab, making 
brief raids into the outskirts of the district and 
urging alokozai police and military commanders 
to follow their kinsmen in khakrez and surren-
der to the taliban.462  the main taliban attack 
on arghandab came on october 28, 2007.  by 
the next day, several hundred taliban captured 
the northern bank of the arghandab river.463  
the taliban offensive was a humiliation for the 
alokozai militias, which put up little resistance.464  
during the incursion, the taliban publically 
stated, “we are not here to fight; we are here to 
preach… to make the people aware to not help the 
infidels and their cronies.”465  the taliban’s attack 
was, however, clearly designed to impress upon 
the local population their military capabilities.  
the taliban targeted sites of symbolic significance 
to the alokozai, including the village of cha-
har ghulba, the stronghold of mullah naqib.466  
Under naqib’s leadership, chahar ghulba had 
successfully withstood a month-long soviet assault 
in a legendary 1987 battle.467  but his son naqibi 
lost the village to the taliban in a day, and public 
confidence in alokozai tribal leadership suffered 
a severe blow.468  the taliban’s advance triggered 
the mass exodus of arghandab’s residents, many 
of whom fled into kandahar city.469  

on october 31, 2007, an ana battalion and 
roughly 180 anp launched an assault to retake the 
northern bank of the arghandab river.470  ca-
nadian forces were focused on Zhari and panjwai 
when the arghandab invasion took place, and 
were only able to send a small force in support of 
the afghan units.471  the taliban did not attempt 
to hold their recently-captured positions and 

withdrew.  the ana killed or wounded dozens of 
fleeing fighters.472

the taliban’s attack into arghandab was the result 
of a planned campaign focused on taking an im-
portant strategic objective, accelerated to respond 
to mullah naqib’s death.  taliban spokesman 
Qari Yousef ahmadi asserted during the attack 
that “we have always been looking for a chance 
to take arghandab… now we have a chance.”473  
the arghandab incursion demonstrated that 
the taliban was not only capable of long-range 
strategic planning, but also that that they were able 
to rapidly adjust their plans to take advantage of 
unforeseen opportunities.

The Taliban’s 2008 Arghandab Campaign

the october 2007 taliban assault on arghandab 
district marked the beginning of an intense 
campaign to erode the will of the population in 
arghandab to resist taliban control.  the most 
effective aspects of this taliban intimidation 
were continued efforts that took advantage of the 
death of mullah naqib and the weakness of his 
successor in an attempt to destroy or intimidate 
anti-taliban leadership within the alokozai tribe.  
on february 17, 2008, abdul hakeem, alokozai 
strongman and chief of the auxiliary police in 
arghandab, was killed in a massive suicide at-
tack at a dog fighting match in kandahar city.474  
hakeem had been a fierce opponent of the tali-
ban since the 1990s, and his militia had played a 
key role in resisting taliban infiltration.475  four 
months later, muhammad akbar khakrezwal 
another key alokozai leader advisor to karimullah 
naqibi, and brother of slain kandahar and kabul 
police chief Zabit akrem, was killed by gunmen in 
kandahar city, leaving the young naqibi without 
one his strongest aides.476

the taliban also conducted frequent attacks on 
the anp in arghandab.  Within weeks of the 
october 2007 battle for arghandab, the taliban 
began staging nighttime small arms fire attacks on 
police compounds.477   in several of these attacks, 
the taliban successfully overran anp positions.478  
in mid-april 2008, for example, the taliban 
killed eleven police officers and seized vehicles 
and weapons during a nighttime raid on an anp 
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post in arghandab district.479  the insurgents also 
employed more grisly methods to terrorize the 
anp in arghandab. in once incident, thirteen 
anp officers in arghandab district were killed 
when a taliban infiltrator invited a police unit to 
his home, where the officers were drugged and 
their throats slit.480  as the arghandab district 
became more permissive for the taliban they be-
gan to conduct ied attacks against isaf convoys 
moving through the district.481  the canadians 
suffered their first casualty from ied attacks on 
the road connecting kandahar city to fob fron-
tenac in January 2008.482   

isaf, meanwhile, offered little resistance to the 
taliban’s takeover of arghandab.  in december 
2007, isaf commander general dan mcneill 
visited arghandab and promised an isaf base to 
defend the district against further taliban incur-
sions. 483  two months later, in february 2008, 
the canadians opened fob frontenac on lake 
arghandab, about thirty kilometers northwest of 
the arghandab district center.484  fob frontenac 
guarded the kandahar-tarin kowt highway, de-
fending one of several routes by which the taliban 
could infiltrate arghandab.485  but far from the 
populated areas of arghandab district, the fob 
was ultimately too remote and the unit stationed 
there too small to effectively defend the popula-
tion of the arghandab district against the taliban’s 
2008 intimidation campaign.

isaf’s attempts to shore up arghandab mistak-
enly tried to counter the taliban intimidation 
campaign with development assistance.  the small 
unit assigned to fob frontenac devoted much 
of its energy to attempting to meet the district’s 
development needs rather than providing secu-
rity.486  in addition, the remote location of fob 
frontenac may have been chosen for development 
purposes.   the new fob overlooked the dahla 
dam, which controlled water flow to the entire 
arghandab river valley.487 the report of the 
independent panel on canada’s future role in 
afghanistan, a canadian parliamentary investiga-
tion released in January 2008, and better known 
as the manley report, called for a “signature 
development project.”488  Understanding that 
implementation of the manley report’s guidelines 

was a condition for canadian parliamentary sup-
port of the war, the canadian forces identified the 
dahla dam as a starting point for their signature 
project.489  in June 2008, the canadian govern-
ment pledged $50 million for renovations on the 
dam.490  Unlike the kajaki dam in neighboring 
helmand, the dahla dam never became a target 
of taliban attacks, and over the summer of 2008 
canadian soldiers came to call fob frontenac 
“fob fabulous” for its picturesque scenery and 
relative tranquility,491 even as the taliban gradually 
seized the district the post was meant to defend.

The Sarpoza Prison Break

the taliban intensified their intimidation cam-
paign in arghandab during the summer of 2008 
with a second dramatic incursion into the district.  
the June 2008 arghandab raid was the most 
sophisticated raid carried out by the Quetta shura 
taliban, and demonstrated the organization’s 
growing operational capabilities.

in a brazen attack on the evening of June 13, 
2008, an explosives-laden tanker detonated in 
front of the main gate of sarpoza prison, on the 
western outskirts of kandahar city.492  minutes 
later, a suicide bomber blew open the prison’s 
back gate.493  dozens of taliban fighters on 
motorcycles streamed in through the breaches to 
gun down the prison’s guards and release sara-
poza’s prisoners.494  some 400 taliban prisoners, 
including a number of commanders, success-
fully fled the area on buses which the taliban had 
waiting outside.495  hundreds of other prisoners 
escaped as well; an estimated 1,100 total inmates 
were missing after the taliban attack.496

the prison break was a spectacular taliban pro-
paganda victory, showing kandaharis that the 
government and isaf were unable to defend high 
value targets within the city, and giving taliban 
fighters hope that capture would not permanently 
remove them from the battlefield.  in addition, 
the taliban attack on the sarpoza prison occurred 
a month after prisoners had gone on a hunger 
strike to protest poor treatment.497  government 
mps had secured promises of reform from kabul, 
but by emptying the prison the taliban had de-
cisively remedied a problem the government had 
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been unable to solve.498   

the prison break was not intended as a standalone 
incident, but as the opening move in a larger op-
eration.  two days after the prison break, taliban 
fighters surged into arghandab district, replaying 
their assault of the previous autumn.499  the tali-
ban once again easily overwhelmed the local resis-
tance north of the arghandab river, and hun-
dreds of villagers fled the area.500 once in control 
of the northern bank, the taliban mined large 
areas and destroyed bridges across the arghandab 
river, in an effort to slow an isaf counterat-
tack.501  ansf and isaf responded quickly to 
the taliban incursion, launching a counterattack 
led by ana units supported by isaf ground and 
air units. 502  additional ana units were airlifted 
from kabul to respond to a potential taliban as-
sault on kandahar city, but the insurgents either 
fled arghandab ahead of the ana’s attack or went 
to ground.503

some sources suggest that the taliban used fight-
ers liberated from sarpoza prison to conduct the 
subsequent attack on arghandab district.504  but 
evidence suggests that the taliban began mass-
ing troops at a least a week before the attack on 
arghandab.505  moreover, some of the taliban 

escapees fled west, away from arghandab. in the 
immediate aftermath of the prison break, ca-
nadian troops deployed to the panjwai area, and 
isaf operations to recapture taliban escapees 
were conducted as far afield as maiwand district, 
fifty miles west of kandahar city.506  it is more 
plausible that the taliban withdrew their liberated 
prisoners to the west to distract isaf forces from 
kandahar’s northern flank, and that the taliban 
then used a separate force to invade the arghand-
ab district.507

THE cOllApSE Of SEcURITy IN      
KANdAHAR: 2008-2009

the sarpoza prison break and the second attack 
on arghadab signaled a critical turning point 
in the taliban’s campaign for kandahar.  in the 
immediate aftermath of the taliban’s military 
invasion of arghandab, taliban spokesman Yusef 
ahmadi announced that the khalid bin Waleed 
suicide bombing cell had deployed to kandahar 
city for attacks against the government and the 
afghan police.508  the announcement heralded 
the taliban’s increased capabilities for projecting 
violence into kandahar city, and in the months 
after sarpoza, the taliban established the key 

mAp  5 | KANdAHAR cITy
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bases and infiltration routes needed to launch 
the next stage of their campaign to take kandahar 
city.  the most important of these taliban bases 
in the areas surrounding kandahar city was in 
arghandab, which the taliban contested during 
the summer of 2008.  positions to the west and 
southwest of kandahar city also played important 
roles in facilitating the taliban’s projection of 
force into kandahar city.  

The Taliban System in Kandahar City and its Populated           
Surrounding Areas

by June 2008, the taliban had killed many of the 
alokozai tribe’s key leaders in arghandab, leav-
ing no one to rally the tribe against the taliban.509  
after sarpoza, the taliban continued their intim-
idation campaign by aiming at mid-level district 
and tribal leaders.  at the end of July, gunmen 
killed two alokozai tribal elders, bacha khan and 
haji padshah, along with their family members in 
arghandab district.510  the same evening the son 
of another tribal elder was killed and eight others 
were kidnapped from several arghandab villag-
es.511  several of those kidnapped had worked with 
the canadian provincial reconstruction team on 
development projects in arghandab,512 and three 
were killed by the taliban as a warning to other 
collaborators.513  after the summer’s attacks and 
intimidation campaign, local resistance to the 
taliban was limited, and arghandab slipped un-
der taliban control.514  the taliban were able to 
move their shadow court for kandahar city from 
khakrez to the much more convenient arghandab 
district.515  arghandab also became much more 
permissive for taliban ied cells.516  ied attacks 
against isaf forces moving through arghandab 
became frequent throughout the fall of 2008 and 
spring of 2009.517  in early 2009, the taliban de-
ployed an advisory unit of foreign fighters to train 
ied cells operating in arghandab.518

taliban positions in arghandab were sup-
ported by several additional infiltration routes in 
kandahar’s suburbs.  the taliban’s takeover of 
arghandab occurred simultaneously with a suc-
cessful campaign to take senjaray and sanzaray, 
two neighboring towns on highway one, located 
ten miles west of kandahar city.519  senjaray and 

sanzaray sit on the border of arghandab district 
and Zhari district, and taliban control of these 
towns geographically linked their positions in 
the Zhari to positions in arghandab, stregthen-
ing the taliban presence on the northern bank of 
the arghandab river.  the area surrounding the 
towns of senjaray and sanzaray, on the border 
of Zhari and arghandab districts, also fell to the 
taliban during the summer of 2008.520  as in 
arghandab, taliban infiltration was facilitated 
by high level assassinations.  the area surround-
ing senjaray and sanzaray had been under the 
firm control of member of parliament and alizai 
strongman habibullah Jan since 2001.521  though 
Jan had an uneasy relationship with Wali karzai, 
he also resisted taliban encroachments on his 
stronghold.522   Jan was assassinated in sanzaray 
after visiting an ana compound on July 5, 
2008.523  and in the months that followed, the 
taliban assassinated seven more leading members 
of the alizai tribe.524  these assassinations success-
fully intimidated the population into accepting, or 
at least not resisting, taliban control.525  taliban 
control over the area was evident by october 
2008, when they held a special prayer session in 
senjaray to mark the eid festival.526  thousands 
attended, and the taliban even provided their 
own security.527  taliban courts have also operated 
in senjaray.528  after the taliban took control of 
the area, senjaray and sanzaray became a permis-
sive environment for ied assembly.529 senjaray’s 
location allows it to serve both as a transit point 
for moving supplies into kandahar city and as a 
base for attacks on isaf and ansf units mov-
ing along highway one.530  in december 2008, 
the ana confirmed the operation of taliban ied 
cells in senjaray when they destroyed two bomb-
making compounds there.  the cells were part 
of the network of shahir sahib, a taliban com-
mander known to operate ied cells in Zhari and 
maiwand.531  

from forward bases in arghandab and senjaray, 
the taliban are able to move weapons, fighters, 
and ieds or ied components into safe houses in 
several neighborhoods of kandahar city.532  the 
major area of taliban activity inside kandahar 
city is police district nine, which includes the 
loy Wiyala neighborhood.533  district nine lies 
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to the north of kandahar city, separated from 
the city center by the loy Wala canal which carries 
water into the city from arghandab river.  as 
kandahar’s northern suburb, it borders arghand-
ab district, giving the taliban easy access to the 
area.  district nine, which includes numerous 
slums, has seen rapid population growth in the 
past decade, growing to an estimated population 
of 90,000 residents as people fled from rural 
areas of the province into kandahar city.  this 
area also suffers from a severely under-resourced 
police force.  as of december 2008, the 90,000 
person neighborhood was policed by sixty-three 
members of the anp, making the police to popu-
lation ratio 1 to 1,400.534  the police presence in 
the district was not only severely undersized, but 
also undersupplied, lacking heated quarters, reli-
able equipment, and even 
suffering from restricted 
food rations.535  embedded 
isaf police mentors are 
also spread thin.  before the 
summer 2009 deployment 
of an additional military 
police battalion to mentor 
anp units in kandahar 
city, district nine shared 
only thirteen U.s. police 
trainers with police districts 
six and eight.536

on account of these condi-
tions, district nine is home to taliban safehouses, 
which are used to support attacks throughout 
kandahar city.537  since 2006, the taliban have 
been known to operate cells in the area, tasked 
with compiling lists of government collaborators 
and targeting them.538  general sher muham-
mad Zazai, commander of the ana 205th corps, 
called it “a precarious area which was used by 
taliban fighters for attacking foreign and ana 
soldiers,”539 and in 2008, ninety percent of the 
ieds found or detonated in kandahar city were 
in district nine.540  in 2009, the ana, anp, 
and nds conducted a number of major raids in 
the district which led to the detention of multiple 
insurgents and the discovery of large weapons 
caches.541   in early may 2009, 1,000 ana and 
500 anp conducted multiple raids in kandahar 

city.542  in district nine, these operations led to 
the arrest of dozens of insurgents and uncovered 
massive caches of weapons and bomb-making 
materials.543  

a second taliban base for operation in kanda-
har city is the mirwais mena area, which over-
laps with police district seven.  mirwais mena 
sits along highway one, four miles west of the 
kandahar city center and halfway between the 
taliban’s base in senjaray and the city center.  the 
number of vehicle borne improvised explosive 
devices (vbieds), or car bombs, discovered in 
mirwais mena suggests the taliban use the area as 
a final assembly point for vbieds used for attacks 
in the city center. 544  on multiple occasions since 
the summer of 2008, afghan security forces have 

seized vbieds, including 
explosives laden trucks, 
and detained insurgents in 
the mirwais mena area. 545 
because vbieds are often 
disabled by traveling long 
distances on unpaved sur-
faces, and because the only 
paved roads leading into 
kandahar city from the 
east pass through mirwais 
mena, the area is strategi-
cally positioned to serve as a 
staging ground and pos-
sible assembly area for car 

bombs. 

a third taliban base for operations into kanda-
har city is in the southwestern suburbs near the 
villages of nakhoney and belanday, ten miles away 
from the city center.546  as discussed above, these 
villages are known as taliban bases supporting 
ied factories, safe houses, weapons caches, and 
field hospitals.547  based on their proximity to 
kandahar airfield and important canadian lines 
of communications into panjwai, a major purpose 
of these bases is to support ied attacks on isaf 
in Zhari and panjwai.548  but taliban insurgents 
and supplies are also known to run into into 
kandahar from the southwest, suggesting that the 
taliban began to use these bases for attack on their 
primary objective: kandahar city.549  nakhoney is 
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linked by a number of roads to the known taliban 
safe houses in sarpoza and mirwais mena areas 
west of kandahar city, and it is also linked to the 
malajat area, a series of suburbs in police district 
six in southwest kandahar city, where the tali-
ban have been developing an additional series of 
safe houses and bases. 550 malajat was a key staging 
ground for mujahideen attacks into kandahar 
city in the 1980s, though the taliban do not have 
the same foothold in neighboring dand district 
as did the mujahideen. 551  though anp oper-
ate in the malajat, their limited capabilities have 
made the area a permissive environment for the 
taliban.552 anp units investigating compounds 
in the malajat area in July 2008 were engaged by 
insurgent gunfire,553 and a week later arrested two 
major taliban ied facilitators in the same area.554

there is limited reporting in open source mate-
rials on the extent of taliban entrenchment in 
the southern suburbs between the fall of 2008 
and the summer of 2009, though the taliban 
did conduct frequent assassinations in this area 
during this period.555  this limited reporting may 
stem from a limited presence of ansf or isaf 
forces in the district, and therefore more lim-
ited eyes and ears on the ground, but the lack of 
reporting may also indicate that the taliban were 
able to operate in the district uncontested.556  a 
november 2009 discovery by the anp and U.s. 
forces of 500,000 pounds of ammonium nitrate 
in two compounds in the southern part of kan-
dahar city along with some 2,000 bomb making 
components, suggests that the last explanation is 
the most plausible, and that the area has served as 
a significant, almost uncontested, taliban base.557 
still, this explanation cannot be proved conclu-
sively from the open source.

Projecting Force into Kandahar City

establishing control over arghandab and building 
support networks in the northern, western, and 
southwestern belts of kandahar city dramatically 
increased the taliban’s ability to wage a campaign 
of intimidation and terror in kandahar city.  
the taliban’s assault on targets in kandahar city 
has been more subtle than a conventional military 
takeover.  With the belief that it is the government 

in exile, the taliban has attempted to systematical-
ly dismantle the organs of the afghan government 
in kandahar city through assassinations and ter-
ror and replace them with its own institutions.558  
by violently undermining the afghan government 
and by intimidating the general population, the 
taliban has gradually expanded its control to the 
population of kandahar city without having to 
challenge isaf and the afghan government in 
conventional battles.559  

the taliban publically announced its objectives in 
kandahar in april 2009, when the Qst’s senior 
leadership launched operation Nasrat.560  the 
taliban’s spokesman specified that the opera-
tion would include both targeted assassinations 
against afghan government officials and con-
tinued attacks against isaf.561  “our targets will 
be the units of the invading forces, diplomatic 
stations, convoys, ranking officials of the puppet 
government, mps, and employees of the defence, 
interior and intelligence ministries,” taliban 
spokesman Zabihullah mujahid announced in 
april 2009.562  

the central element of the taliban’s campaign to 
diminish the influence of the afghan govern-
ment in kandahar city has been a wave of assas-
sinations, each of which has been carefully chosen 
both to degrade government capabilities and exert 
a psychological influence over the population.563  
primary targets for the taliban included lead-
ing figures in kandahar’s security organizations, 
which are the movement’s chief competitor for 
influence.  in september 2008, the taliban assas-
sinated tor Jan, a key barakzai militia commander 
and former commander of the security force for 
the kandahar prt.564  later, in may 2009, the 
taliban killed mohammad Zamam khan, a senior 
commander working for the american security 
firm Us protection and investigation (Uspi).  
Zaman khan was a leader of the Wali karzai-affil-
iated popolzai militia which had been integrated 
into Uspi.565  another major contractor and ally 
of the karzais, taj mohammad, was killed in an 
attack in october 2009.566  

the nds was another major taliban target.  
azizollah noori, kandahar’s deputy intelligence 
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chief, was killed in november 2008, and the 
taliban attempted two dramatic but failed attacks 
on nds headquarters in august and september 
2009.567  in addition to using assassinations, the 
taliban targeted these organizations with suicide 
bomb and ied attacks.  complex suicide and 
vbied attacks were carried out against both the 
kandahar police headquarters and the nds 
headquarters in kandahar.568  in august 2009, a 
massive truck bomb detonated in central kan-
dahar city, killing forty-three civilians, injuring 
sixty others, and flattening nearby buildings.569  
the blast occurred outside the offices of pakistani 
and Japanese construction companies, but local 
residents speculated that the attack was intended 
for the nearby nds headquarters, and that the car 
bomb detonated prematurely. 570

the leadership of the various afghan police units 
also came under attack.  the taliban conducted 
a double suicide bombing at the kandahar city 
police office in september 2008.571  their target 
may have been the influential achakzai border po-
lice commander abdul razzak, who escaped with 
only minor wounds.572  these attacks continued 
throughout late 2008, as taliban gunmen also at-
tacked mid-level police officials at their homes.573

the second key constituency that competes with 
the taliban for influence in kandahar is religious:  
mullahs who are either sympathetic to the govern-
ment or resistant to the taliban.  the clergy in 
kandahar have historically played an important 
role in influencing public opinion.574  remov-
ing clerics who oppose the taliban’s message has 
been integral to the taliban’s strategy for obtain-
ing political legitimacy in kandahar. to that end, 
pro-government clerics have been singled out 
for assassinations since 2002, although there was 
a surge in taliban targeting of pro-government 
mullahs in early 2009.575  two leading members 
of kandahar’s Ulemma council were shot dead 
while leaving their mosques in January 2009.576  
the kandahar Ulemma council had played a 
leading role in countering taliban propaganda, 
vocally countering the preaching of taliban clerics 
and criticizing the insurgents' conception of jihad 
as un-islamic.577   the January murders brought 
the total number of clerics of the 150-strong 

Ulemma Shura assassinated by the taliban from 
2002 to the beginning of 2009 to twenty-four.578  
more clerics were assassinated in march and april 
2009, including imam Qari syed ahmad, chief 
cleric of a major kandahar mosque and director 
of kandahar’s religious department.579  a further 
assassination, that of leading kandahar cleric 
Qari sayed ahmad, was ordered directly by senior 
Qst leadership, perhaps an indication of the pri-
ority that the taliban’s high command gives to the 
elimination of rival clerics.580  in the face of such 
threats, many of the remaining pro-government 
clerics moved into ana compounds in kan-
dahar city. 581 they were forced to do much of 
their preaching by radio, not in person, and only 
traveled through kandahar with large security de-
tails.582  the taliban’s assassination campaign thus 
had the intended effect of limiting the influence 
of these pro-government mullahs by isolating 
them from the people of kandahar.  

the taliban’s attempt to undermine the afghan 
government has led the organization to target ad-
ditional groups of kandahar’s civilian administra-
tors.  throughout 2008 and 2009, the taliban 
issued warnings to employees of the provincial 
and national governments in kandahar, telling 
them to resign from their posts or face assassina-
tion.583  government officials killed by the taliban 
included a kandahar high court judge,584 the 
deputy head of kandahar’s water and power de-
partment,585 the head of the kandahar provincial 
social affairs department,586 and the chief of the 
kandahar public bus service.587  the taliban also 
made unsuccessful assassination attempts against 
mohammad hashim granai, head of the Zabul 
provincial council (who resides in kandahar), 
and the mayor of kandahar, ghulam haider 
hamidi.588  assassinations became less frequent 
during the summer of 2009 as by that time, many 
of kandahar’s prominent government officials, 
including parliamentary representatives, had 
taken up permanent residence in kabul. 

the taliban have also targeted the limited number 
of women who have entered public life in kanda-
har.  malalai kakar, head of the kandahar depart-
ment of crimes against women and one of af-
ghanistan’s most prominent female police officers, 
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was gunned down outside her home in september 
2008.589  sitra achakzai, a female member of the 
kandahar provincial council and prominent 
women rights advocate was gunned down on 
april 12, 2009.590  reminiscent of their rule in 
the 1990s, the taliban continued to target girls’ 
schools; in november, 2008 a group of taliban 
on motorcycle attacked female students on their 
way the mirawais mena girl’s school with acid, 
hospitalizing and disfiguring many of the girls.591

in addition to targeted assassinations, the taliban 
began conducting increasingly complex, coor-
dinated suicide bombings against well-protected 
government targets in the fall of 2008.  these 
attacks demonstrate increased taliban tactical 
sophistication and their ability to conduct coor-
dinated assaults in kandahar city.  a number of 
these attacks involved multiple suicide bombers 
or increasingly powerful vbieds.  a fuel tanker 
detonated outside the offices of the kandahar 
provincial council on november 12, 2009, target-
ing a provincial council meeting and the council’s 
chief, Wali karzai.  six civilians were killed, and 
forty-two were injured, including two members 
of the council.592  at least three suicide bomb-
ers simultaneously attacked the heavily fortified 
kandahar governor’s compound in april 2009, 
killing five anp officers.593  

in a second dramatic attack on the kandahar 
provincial council in april 2009, a suicide 
vbied (svbied) detonated at the compound’s 
gates.  three suicide bombers dressed in ana 
uniforms assaulted the compound immediately 
after the explosion, firing kalashnikovs.  one 
on the bombers successfully detonated his bomb, 
while the other two were killed.  there was a 
scheduled shura of afghan elders when the suicide 
bombers struck, and ahmed Wali karzai was also 
in the compound.  the attack killed the provincial 
director of education and the deputy health direc-
tor.594  the police did succeed in foiling several 
attacks, discovering an sUv packed with 400 kg 
of explosives, intended for a suicide attack on the 
governor’s office in January 2009, and thwarting 
another planned suicide attack on a government 
ministry building in february 2009.595   

a persistent target of these dramatic attacks was 
ahmed Wali karzai.596ahmed Wali karzai’s 
convoy was ambushed in may 2009 outside of 
kandahar province, by gunmen in surobi distict 
of kabul province, as Wali karzai returned from 
a publicized meeting with gul agha sherzai in 
Jalalabad.597  these repeated and well-planned 
attacks on highly-protected targets are evidence of 
the priority the insurgency has given to removing 
ahmed Wali karzai.

the taliban also escalated ied attacks against 
anp, ana and isaf units.  the taliban began 
a campaign of ied attacks on isaf convoys and 
patrols in kandahar city in the immediate after-
math of the sarpoza prison break with a series of 
ied attacks in June and July 2008.598  the major 
target of taliban ied attacks in kandahar city, 
however, was the ana and anp; isaf was more 
frequently targeted along its major locs in pan-
jwai and Zhari.  

the frequency of taliban ied attacks increased 
steadily in 2008 and 2009. ied attacks from 
april to June 2009 were 108 percent higher than 
in the same period in 2008.599  ana and anp 
patrols and convoys were targeted almost weekly by 
ieds hidden along major routes passing through 
the kandahar city. 600   ieds were frequently 
deployed on motorcycles or bicycles, though the 
taliban also used rickshaws and even donkeys.601  
in addition to the afghan security forces, the 
taliban also targeted private security companies 
supporting isaf.602

in addition to attempting to destroy the afghan 
government in kandahar, the taliban have waged 
a parallel campaign to exert control over kanda-
hari citizens.  since late 2008, taliban infiltra-
tion in kandahar city has allowed the insurgents 
to carry out the threats articulated in their night 
letters.603  the taliban are reported to have estab-
lished networks of informants within kandahar 
city to report on citizens who cooperate with 
the government and in many areas the taliban 
have personalized their night letters, delivering 
threats to specific individuals.604  in 2009, groups 
of taliban fighters began conducting nighttime 
patrols and raids in some areas of kandahar city, 
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occasionally engaging anp units with small arms 
fire.605  the taliban’s nighttime patrols increase 
public fear of taliban retribution by projecting 
the perception of heightened taliban capabilities 
in kandahar city.606 Yet, taliban shadow gover-
nance in kandahar city does appear more limited 
than it is outside the capital.  there is no open 
source evidence that the taliban have regular or 
standardized taxation in kandahar city.  instead, 
they are known to visit houses at night and force-
fully demand food and supplies.607  and while the 
taliban do not run courts in the city itself, they do 
summon individuals in kandahar city to appear 
before courts established in 2008 in arghandab 
district.608  

the net effect of taliban assassination, suicide 
bombings, attacks on police, nightly patrols, and 
intimidation has been to convince the population 
of kandahar that the government of afghanistan 
is unable to provide security against the taliban.609  
an informal survey of tribal leaders and former 
mujahideen commanders in kandahar city con-
ducted in november 2008 showed that the vast 
majority believed kandahar city would fall to the 
taliban within the next twelve months.610  that 
fear, combined with functioning taliban tribunals 
and governance structures in the populated areas 
surrounding kandahar city, has given the taliban 
de facto influence over much of the population 
of kandahar city.611  believing taliban control 
likely, the population is unwilling to contest their 
authority, and a wide range of local and mid-level 
leaders since 2007-2008 refused to take sides 
against the taliban out of fear.612  in this way, the 
taliban has made significant progress in tak-
ing over kandahar city without having to wage a 
conventional battle.  taliban control of kandahar 
city will not be reversed until the taliban’s ability 
to control the city’s population through the use of 
violence and intimidation is overturned.  

the expansion of taliban control in kandahar 
does not mean the taliban is broadly welcomed, 
but rather that many locals are unwilling to act 
on their resentment.  taliban suicide bomb-
ers and ieds have killed increasing numbers of 
civilians since 2008, despite the organization’s 
stated policy of avoiding civilian casualties.613  

the taliban’s campaign to terrorize government 
supporters has also led to several indiscriminate 
attacks on civilian targets, including a massacre 
of thirty passengers on a civilian bus traveling 
through maiwand district in october 2008, and 
rocket attacks on kandahar city before the au-
gust 20, 2009 election.614  these attacks against 
civilians have come as nato has taken dramatic 
measures to limit civilian casualties.615  from may 
to september 2009, civilian casualties caused by 
the taliban rose by twenty percent, while civilian 
casualties caused by nato in that same period 
decreased by eighty percent.616  however, the tali-
ban have worked to mitigate backlash against the 
violence they have inflicted through an effective 
information operations campaign blaming nato 
for violence and casualties inflicted by the tali-
ban.  kandaharis staged a public protest blaming 
canadian troops when handicapped children were 
killed in an explosion in february 2009.617  a 
subsequent isaf investigation concluded that the 
deaths were caused by an enemy ied; however, 
this did not alter public perception.618  in subse-
quent months, a number of additional protests 
were staged in kandahar over claims of civilian 
deaths, which nato steadfastly denied.619

ISAf’S RESpONSE TO TAlIBAN 
ExpANSION

the taliban met minimal isaf resistance as they 
expanded their control over arghandab, kan-
dahar city, and its suburbs in 2008 and 2009.  
during this critical period, isaf focused its 
resources in southern afghanistan on fighting in 
helmand and border interdiction.620  this focus 
resulted in the assignment of forces to areas where 
they did little to improve the security of kandahar 
city.621  When general stanley mcchrystal took 
command of isaf in 2009 and began review-
ing the situation, isaf reassessed the importance 
of kandahar city, which mcchrystal identified 
as the primary geographical objective of Qst 
operations in southern afghanistan.622  but the 
U.s. reinforcements that arrived in the summer 
of 2009 arrived in positions largely determined 
by general mcchrystal’s predecessor, general 
david mckiernan, and as a result only a minority 
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of the deploying force was assigned to the critical 
populated areas surrounding kandahar city.  by 
the fall of 2009, the level of enemy entrenchment 
around kandahar city was such that the units as-
signed to the area were inadequate for their tasks.  

the canadian battalion that was assigned re-
sponsibility for the populated areas surrounding 
kandahar city was stretched too thin no later 
than the fall of 2008, when the taliban’s increased 
penetration of kandahar city became evident.  
the canadians’ attempts to assert control over 
Zhari and panjwai in 2007 and 2008 had not 
only stalled, but had also diverted task force 
kandahar from disrupting the taliban’s takeover 
of arghandab and projection into kandahar 
city.  in the face of this growing enemy threat, the 
small canadian force transitioned in 2008 from 
holding terrain and protecting the population in 
taliban-controlled areas, to operations designed 
to disrupt the taliban by targeting ied cells and 
their logistics through raids.623  the closure of 
a number of posts in Zhari and panjwai and the 
deployment of a U.s. battalion to kandahar 
extended the scope of isaf operations outside of 
the vicinity of Zhari and panjwai into the mai-
wand, arghandab, and shah Wali kot districts.  
but operations targeting ied cells did little to the 
counter taliban’s control over the population, and 
as long as taliban control persisted, isaf opera-
tions had only marginal effects on the capabilities 
of the taliban fighters.624  

task force kandahar began to reduce the num-
ber of canadian bases in Zhari and panjwai in 
may 2008, when the joint canadian-anp base 
at singesar, ambitiously placed in the center of 
the taliban-controlled area of Zhari, was closed 
down, only six months after its construction.625  
the canadians also began to reduce the amount 
of territory held in panjwai in the fall of 2008, 
when they dismantled the combat outposts jointly 
held with the anp at talukan and Zangabad.626  
they completed their withdrawal from the panjwai 
peninsula and dismantled the forward operating 
base at mushan in april 2009.627  With the closing 
of fob mushan, the canadians essentially ceded 
the panjwai peninsula to the taliban, but given the 
paucity of canadian troops, the move was prob-

ably a necessary response to the development of 
taliban strongholds closer to kandahar city.  

canadian operations targeting ied cells from 
the summer of 2008 to the spring of 2009 were 
primarily raids and searches conducted by one or 
two companies that usually lasted no longer than 
a week.628  a large number of these operations 
occurred in the western sub-districts of Zhari and 
panjwai or in the pashmul area of Zhari, which 
remained a taliban stronghold two years after it 
was cleared by operation medusa.629  isaf’s need 
repeatedly to target areas like pashmul demon-
strated the limited effects of its operations and 
the taliban’s ability to regenerate bases in strategic 
areas in the absence of a long-term coalition pres-
ence.630  isaf also conducted operations closer to 
kandahar city in July 2008, particularly in da-
man and dand districts.  forces likewise entered 
the suburbs of kandahar city to target an ied 
cell in police district 6.631  another raid closer to 
kandahar city targeted the critical taliban bases 
in the vicinity of nakhonay in october 2008.632    
large cache finds in these areas revealed the scope 
of the taliban’s infiltration south of kandahar.  
the coalition, however, continued to focus on 
Zhari and western panjwai rather than on the 
newer taliban bases in arghandab, senjaray, and 
the kandahar city suburbs that were vital for the 
taliban’s infiltration into kandahar city, allow-
ing taliban presence in eastern panjwai to persist 
until the summer of 2009.633  

When isaf deployed increased resources to 
kandahar province during 2008, they took up 
position in maiwand, presumably as a supporting 
effort for isaf operations in helmand.  in the 
summer of 2008, isaf redirected a battalion of 
the 3rd brigade combat team, 1st infantry divi-
sion, to rc south to conduct counterinsurgency 
operations.634  stationing an american battalion 
in maiwand was also an attempt to disrupt taliban 
supplies and lines of communication between the 
key cities of kandahar and helmand.  operations 
to win support from the population in maiwand 
were complicated by the fact that the area was 
dominated by the noorzai tribe, which was gener-
ally sympathetic to the taliban and distrustful of 
the government.635 details from isaf operations 
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in maiwand suggest that taliban cells in the dis-
trict were predominantly tied to the enemy system 
in helmand, rather than in kandahar.636   isaf’s 
commitment of an entire battalion to the mai-
wand district diverted limited troops away from 
strategically critical areas of arghandab and kan-
dahar city, where isaf was not present to counter 
the taliban’s campaign.

the deployment of an additional U.s. battalion 
and the arrival of canadian helicopters in de-
cember 2008 did allow isaf to conduct several 
mutually supporting battalion-level operations in 
multiple districts within the province.  in no-
vember, as part of a campaign designed to deny 
the taliban their winter rest and reconfiguration 
period, isaf conducted simultaneous operations 
in panjwai, Zhari, and maiwand.637  an airborne 
insertion of british royal marines in Zhari was 
the focal point of these maneuvers, while the 
operations in maiwand and 
panjwai were designed to 
cut off taliban retreats.638  
isaf launched another 
offensive, operation Jaley, 
from march 17-20, 2009, 
with over two battalions of 
canadian, american, and 
british forces.  the offen-
sive involved simultaneous 
isaf operations in mai-
wand, Zhari, arghandab, 
and shah Wali kot.639  the central effort of the 
offensive was a three pronged assault into Zhari to 
pin down insurgents and target ied cells.640  in 
arghandab and lower shah Wali kot, the opera-
tion involved searches by the anp, who were sup-
ported by canadian police mentor teams, known 
as pomlets. 641   these operations, however, 
were short in duration and continued to skirt 
around the most populated areas surrounding 
kandahar city, doing little to affect the enemy’s 
hold over areas like arghandab and other suburbs.  
the operations yielded only modest finds of tali-
ban bomb-making material—about 1,000 pounds 
of explosive materials, a fraction of massive finds 
made in november 2009—and led to the deten-
tion of between one and two dozen insurgents. 642  
these modest results caused no notable decrease 

in the capabilities of taliban cells, and ied attacks 
on isaf only increased.643

isaf operations in late 2008 and early 2009 
did not have lasting effects on the enemy system 
in kandahar.  given the short duration of isaf 
operations, taliban fighters could easily move to 
safe havens several kilometers from where isaf 
operated and return to their original location on 
the same day that the operation concluded.  isaf’s 
failure to protect the population in these areas 
left local villagers under the control of taliban 
intimidation and governance.  Unable to establish 
a sufficient presence to separate the local popula-
tion from taliban intimidation, isaf suffered 
from limited intelligence about insurgent activi-
ties.  in addition, isaf’s focus on Zhari, panjwai, 
and maiwand during this period targeted areas of 
secondary importance to the enemy campaign of 
taking kandahar city.  arghandab, senjaray, and 

the northern, western, and 
southern suburbs of kan-
dahar city were left mostly 
undisturbed by isaf until 
the summer of 2009.    

in february 2009, the U.s. 
department of defense 
announced that it would 
deploy two additional 
brigades to regional com-
mand south.  one of these 

brigades would be deployed to helmand and the 
other, a stryker brigade, would deploy to kanda-
har and Zabul in July and august 2009.644  the 
new forces allowed isaf to achieve higher force 
densities, although isafs allocation of troops 
still failed to account for the taliban’s objectives 
in kandahar.  in response to the pending de-
ployment, the overstretched canadians began to 
concentrate on a smaller geographical area around 
kandahar city in the spring of 2009.645  having 
pulled out of panjwai, the canadian battle group 
announced in april 2009 its plans to secure a 
small number of villages in the dand district, on 
the southern edge of kandahar city, where sup-
port for the government was stronger, and then to 
concentrate development aid on these villages.646
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the canadian military identified deh-e bagh, in 
the dand district, as a key point on taliban lines 
of communication that allowed enemy forces to 
infiltrate kandahar city, roughly five kilometers 
to the north.647  as discussed above, the terrain 
in dand, defined by small villages, farms, irriga-
tion channels, orchards, and vineyards, is, like 
arghandab, an ideal insurgent base for attacks 
into the city. 648  the mujahideen had used the 
malajat area of dand district as a major base dur-
ing their war against the soviets.649

from 2008 to 2009, the taliban waged a long 
battle with ansf for influence and control in 
dand district.650  the taliban, however, faced 
several obstacles in their battle for influence.  the 
local population in dand district was less sym-
pathetic to the taliban than the population in 
neighboring panjwai district.651  dand is mostly 
populated by the barakzai and popolzai tribes, 
which had links to kandahar’s government, and 
while many taliban commanders came from Zhari 
and panjwai, dand district, in contrast, is home to 
the karzai family.652  the district had also ben-
efited from more development assistance since 
2001 than had panjwai or Zhari.653  all of these 
factors gave groups in dand incentives to support 
the government.  even areas of dand that faced 
taliban intimidation signaled their support for 
isaf activities.654  in early 2009, for example, 
tribal elders in the village of salawat, located in 
a barakzai and popolzai enclave in panjwai near 
the dand district border,655 requested a visit from 
isaf troops despite the taliban presence around 
the village.656  

the afghan police were stronger in dand than 
elsewhere in the province, despite being com-
posed of several anp units suffering from a con-
fused chain of command and unclear loyalties.657  
in mid-2008, district police chief fida moham-
med reported that there were approximately 600 
anp in dand who reported directly to governor 
khalid, while mohammed himself commanded a 
force of some sixty anp.658  over the summer and 
fall of 2008, isaf conducted an eight-week focus 
district development program—a U.s. measure 
designed to train and upgrade the capabilities of 
anp units—with the dand police force.659

the police forces in dand checked taliban 
infiltration, as the taliban and the local po-
lice fought a running battle through 2008 and 
2009.660 the taliban targeted the local anp with 
ied attacks and launched assaults against anp 
posts.661  taliban assaults had mixed success.662  
though the anp took casualties in the taliban 
attacks, they showed an ability proactively to target 
taliban infiltrators in dand district, and retali-
ated by conducting numerous raids of taliban 
safe houses throughout the district.663  but limited 
control over dand did not stop taliban movement 
through the district, and there are reports that 
local authorities tolerated taliban fighters travel-
ing through the district as long as the insurgents 
were not believed to be planning attacks in dand 
district itself.664

the canadian decision to concentrate their forces 
in dand in the summer of 2009 shored up the 
defenses of a strategically important area.  but 
dand was already under government control and 
the police force there had demonstrated the capa-
bility to repel taliban attacks. 665  the canadian 
decision to focus on a fairly secure district rather 
than targeting the strategically important areas 
under taliban control may have been an ineffi-
cient use of resources given the seriousness of the 
security situation in the province.  the conceptual 
relationship between security and development 
guiding the canadian deployment to dand district 
is also unclear.  in may 2009, canadian prime 
minister stephen harper and defense minister 
stephen mackay visited kandahar, where he sug-
gested that the canadian deployment would refo-
cus on development projects. harper announced 
that canada was “moving to a mission with more 
defined civilian objectives.”666  an emphasis on 
development, which did not take into account the 
realities on the ground in kandahar province, 
may have heavily impacted the decision to move 
into dand, where a better security situation facili-
tated development work. 

the prioritization of the development work was 
demonstrated by the emphasis the canadians put 
on developing a “model village,” in deh-e bagh, a 
town of about 900 people and the administrative 
center for dand.667  supported by a commitment 
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to security and the establishment of security post, 
canadian development aid in deh-e bagh did 
have positive effects on shoring up support for 
the government in the district.668  the canadians 
funneled aid directly to the village, rather than 
working through the kandahar provincial coun-
cil, and in may and June 2009, they concentrated 
on a number of public works projects, such as 
irrigation repairs, public lighting projects, and 
the renovation of mosques.669  canadian funding 
of the deh-e bagh model village was channeled 
through ahamadullah nazak, the dand district 
chief, and his brother, who ensured that the funds 
were used to hire members of the local barakzai 
tribe. 670  the influx of funds and contracts for 
barakzai tribesmen in the dand district galvanized 
barakzai leaders to embrace the project.  barakzai 
tribesmen organized security patrols and sent the 
local taliban commander a letter barring him and 
his fighters from their town.671  the deh-e bagh 
project also involved the deployment of ansf 
units with canadian mentors to outposts around 
the town.672  the taliban responded to the deh-e 
bagh project with a two day assault on the town in 
July, 2009, which was successfully repelled by the 
anp and its canadian mentors. 673  development 
reinforced counterinsurgency efforts in dand, but 
only because the canadian and afghan forces were 
able to effectively secure the district with a high 
density of force.

during the summer and fall of 2009, the canadi-
ans began to move outward from deh-e bagh and 
conduct operations to reassert control over east-
ern panjwai that were more central to kandahar’s 
deteriorating security situation.  the canadians 
conducted operations around the taliban strong-
hold of nakhonay and belanday, eight miles away 
from deh-e bagh, during June and July 2009. a 
series of operations named constrictor i-iv dis-
rupted taliban ied and logistics cells operating in 
these areas, and led to the destruction of multiple 
taliban ied factories and logistics hubs.674  the 
canadians followed these operations by establish-
ing a permanent security presence in the area, 
setting up two combat outposts in Zalakhan and 
balanday, towns about three miles northwest of 
nakhonay, at the beginning of august 2009.675  at 
the end of that month, the canadians announced 

operation kalay ii, which aimed to build on the 
success of the deh-e bagh project and work to 
stabilize larger areas of dand.676

in september 2009, the canadians expanded 
outwards from belanday and Zalakhan and moved 
into the villages of salavat and salakhan.677  these 
villages were located on the route from panjwai 
into kandahar city, and were populated mostly by 
barakzai, popolzai, and alokozai tribesmen who 
were likely unsympathetic to the taliban.678  once 
the canadians established a permanent pres-
ence and a critical troop density in the area, they 
experienced a significant increase in intelligence, 
as villagers began to view themselves as protected 
from taliban intimidation.679  canadian forces 
have since begun to develop dossiers on the local 
population and compile a census for these vil-
lages.680

to allow their forces to concentrate in dand 
and panjwai districts, the canadians handed off 
responsibility for Zhari in august and september 
2009 to elements of the 1-12 infantry, a battal-
ion of the 4th brigade combat team, 4th infantry 
division, which had been stationed in maiwand, 
which in turn was replaced by 2-1 stryker infantry 
regiment in september.681

although the canadian battalion employed 
counterinsurgency doctrine to protect the popula-
tion in dand and parts of panjwai, isaf’s limited 
troop strength led it to continue to rely on short 
operations to target ied cells in Zhari during the 
summer and fall of 2009.  in the strategically 
important town of senjaray, the canadians made 
only a cursory attempt to contest taliban influ-
ence, conducting a four-day operation at the end 
of may 2009.682  the canadian operation came at 
the request of local elders in senjaray.683   cana-
dian forces, however, did not actually enter the 
town, instead patrolling a small strip of farmland 
to its south and leaving a seventy-five man anp 
unit to comb senjaray.684  the operation was 
insufficient to disrupt taliban activity in the area.  
isaf and ansf forces conducted further sweeps 
through senjaray in august, uncovering muni-
tions caches and detaining insurgents.685  from 
June to september 2009, joint U.s., canadian, 
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and british forces conducted several more battal-
ion-sized operations in Zhari district targeting 
ied cells operating against highway one.686  

the success of the canadian battalion in dand 
district and eastern panjwai demonstrates that 
properly applied and resourced counterinsurgency 
tactics can succeed in the areas surrounding kan-
dahar city.  but if kandahar city is be secured, 
it is equally important that counter-insurgency is 
applied in areas critical to enemy operations in 
kandahar.  Yet, counterinsurgency operations in 
dand district will not have systemic effects unless 
there are mutually reinforcing operations carried 
out in the southern suburbs of kandahar city 
which abut dand.

The Strykers Arrive

at the beginning of au-
gust 2009, a U.s. stryker 
brigade, the 5th stryker 
brigade combat team, 2nd 
infantry division, deployed 
to southern afghanistan.687  
the brigade’s disposition 
had been planned while 
general david mckiernan 
was still commander of 
isaf.688  of the four battal-
ions of the incoming stryk-
er brigade, the 4-23 stryker 
infantry regiment was assigned to Zabul province, 
the 8-1 stryker calvary battalion was assigned to 
spin boldak district, and the 1-17 stryker infantry 
regiment was assigned to arghandab and shah 
Wali kot.689  the 2-1 stryker conducted opera-
tions across the province, including a ten-day 
clearing mission with 1-17 in arghandab in sep-
tember 2009, before moving into maiwand later 
that month.690  the assignment of 2-1 to maiwand 
allowed elements of the U.s. infantry battalion 
previously deployed in maiwand to move to Zhari 
in september 2009.691  

by october 2009, isaf presence in kandahar 
consisted of a canadian battalion in dand and 
panjwai, a U.s. battalion under canadian com-
mand in maiwand and Zhari, a U.s. stryker bat-
talion in arghandab and shah Wali kot districts, 

a stryker battalion in spin boldak, and a final 
stryker battalion in maiwand.692  in addition, 
canadian omlts and american embedded 
training teams were embedded with ana units 
operating in kandahar city and were reinforced 
by the deployment of a U.s. military police bat-
talion to support ansf units in kandahar.693

the areas of responsibility for the newly-arrived 
stryker brigade generated some controversy be-
tween isaf and rc south headquarters.694  rc 
south headquarters was cautious about deploying 
units in kandahar city and its populous suburbs, 
arguing that doing so might pull taliban fighters 
out of rural areas and into kandahar city and its 
surrounding areas.695  Yet, these arguments do not 
make sense in light of the taliban’s campaign plan 
for kandahar city, which emphasized control 

of kandahar city and its 
surrounding areas.  nor 
do they account for the fact 
that the taliban had already 
achieved a significant pres-
ence in the suburbs of kan-
dahar.  nevertheless, isaf 
assigned three-quarters of 
the stryker brigade to areas 
of secondary significance 
to the enemy–Zabul, spin 
boldak, and maiwand.  
isaf stationed only one 
battalion in arghandab, 

and one battalion-sized training-force in kanda-
har city, the key terrain for the enemy.    

spin boldak is important terrain because it of-
fers a direct route from Qst safehavens in the 
balochistan province of pakistan to the populated 
areas around kandahar city, achieving an ac-
ceptable level of security in the district does not at 
present require the deployment of a U.s. stryker 
battalion.  though the taliban have targeted 
the town of spin boldak from safehaven in the 
town of chaman across the pakistani border,696  
achakzai tribal militias and the afghan national 
border police, both commanded by the capable 
young commander abdul razziq, have resisted 
taliban encroachment into their district with as-
sistance of small special forces and police training 
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teams.697  the stryker battalion deployed to spin 
boldak has primarily conducted patrols in areas 
with little to no enemy contact and conducted 
development assistance.698  

The Battle to Retake Arghandab

the main security development in kandahar 
from august to november 2009 has been the 
battle for control of arghandab district.  the 
taliban reinforced and entrenched its position 
in arghandab in the months leading up to the 
assignment of the 1-17 stryker regiment to the 
district.699  in the spring of 2009, the taliban sent 
a unit of foreign fighters to the district to train 
local ied cells.  in the beginning of august, the 
taliban moved additional units to arghandab to 
reinforce their presence there.700  the taliban’s 
movement of additional resources and fighters 
into arghandab and its subsequent tenacity in 
holding the district demonstrates that maintaining 
control of arghandab is critical for the taliban’s 
campaign plan in kandahar.701  once deployed, 
U.s. troops established several platoon-sized bases 
in arghandab, including a base in the village of 
Jelawar, which sits north of the tarmac road run-
ning on the north bank of the arghandab river 
to shah Wali kot district.702  the 1-17 stryker in-
fantry regiment was supported by a small number 
of ana troops and their canadian mentors.703  
U.s. troops conducted regular foot patrols and 
mounted patrols through parts of the district.704  
isaf patrols were particularly common in the area 
of north-central arghandab surrounding Jelawur 
and chaharqulba.705  there is a lack of report-
ing about isaf ground presence in the southern 
parts of the district, around the heavily populated 
areas of adirah, ta’bine ‘Ulya, marza, kohak, and 
sayedan.  it is therefore unclear from the open 
source whether isaf has established a regular 
presence in these areas, or whether it has concen-
trated forces only on the less populated northern 
areas of the district.  

the depth of the taliban’s entrenchment in the 
district became evident in september and october 
of 2009.706  taliban ied cells aggressively targeted 
isaf units in arghandab, severely limiting the 
mobility of U.s. troops.707  ieds were particular-

ily effective in arghandab because of the canalized 
nature of the terrain, which is crisscrossed by 
irrigation channels, vineyards, and thick orchards. 
the use of ieds has forced U.s. troops off main 
roads, where movement through orchards and 
vineyards and marshes is quite difficult.708  in 
addition, the taliban often conducted ambushes 
on isaf patrols immediately after ied attacks, on 
occasion engaging isaf troop for over an hour.709  
U.s. troops in arghandab faced the same obstacles 
that hindered canadian troops in Zhari and 
panjwai in 2007 and 2008, though the terrain 
in arghandab is even more wooded and densely-
cultivated than it is in Zhari and panjwai.710  U.s. 
forces had some success in targeting ied cells, 
but not enough to disrupt the insurgents' opera-
tions significantly.711  a late october raid killed 
nine taliban, including a local commander in 
the khalishak area, two miles north of Jelewur, 
including local taliban commander afghanmal.712  
much of the successful targeting of taliban cells 
has relied on airstrikes, several of which have been 
alleged by locals to have killed civilians.713

by the end of october 2009, 1-17 stryker regi-
ment had lost twenty soldiers, killed in action, in 
the space of three months.  the regiment has not 
removed the taliban’s presence in arghandab.714  
in october 2009, alokozai tribal leader and Wali 
karzai ally, agha lalai, reported that “during the 
day, 30 to 40 percent of [arghandab district] 
is under control of the taliban, but at night, 80 
percent of the district is under their control … 
the taliban are patrolling and walking freely.”715  

the regiment’s experience in arghandab has 
demonstrated that a battalion-sized unit is insuf-
ficient to reverse the taliban’s entrenched control 
over the strategically critical arghandab district in 
the time available.  the canadian experience in 
neighboring dand district over the summer and 
fall of 2009 demonstrated, sufficient troop densi-
ties are vital to winning the trust of the local popu-
lation.  properly resourcing counterinsurgency is 
particularly important in arghandab, where the 
alokozai were originally supportive of the afghan 
government until the tribe’s leadership came un-
der intense and violent taliban intimidation.
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cONclUSION

since 2004, the Quetta shura taliban has waged 
a campaign with a clear and constant objective: to 
exert control over kandahar city.  to accomplish 
this objective, the taliban sought to take control 
of the populated areas surrounding kandahar 
city.  in 2006, the taliban contested the districts 
of Zhari and panjwai, but isaf prevented the 
taliban from using these areas as a base for attacks 
on kandahar city.  to overcome this obstacle, 
the taliban conducted a successful campaign to 
take the arghandab district in 2007 and 2008.  
in addition, the taliban has built a significant 
presence in kandahar’s northern, western, and 
southern suburbs.  the taliban thereby gained 
access to areas that it can use as bases for attacks 
on kandahar.  the taliban gained control of the 
areas surrounding kandahar city by using tar-
geted violence to intimidate local leaders, supple-
mented with an intimidation campaign and the 
implementation of a judicial system to increase the 
taliban’s legitimacy. 

isaf failed to block the taliban’s advance because 
it did not understand the enemy’s objectives in 
kandahar.  isaf’s regional command south 
headquarters has prioritized the fight in helmand 
and severely under-resourced kandahar prov-
ince, despite the Quetta shura taliban’s focus on 
kandahar. isaf units in kandahar have also been 
operating in the least important areas, given the 
enemy’s objectives.  in the critical period of 2007-
2008, the battalion-sized canadian presence 
was tied down by an under-resourced campaign 
in Zhari and panjwai, and was unable to respond 
to the taliban’s campaign to take arghandab and 
kandahar city’s suburbs.  With the exception of a 
battalion now fighting in arghandab, the stryker 
brigade that deployed to kandahar in 2009 has 
also been largely positioned in areas where it 
makes only a marginal contribution to the security 
of kandahar city – at least at november 2009 
force-levels.

isaf’s task in kandahar must be to reverse the 
taliban’s momentum, eliminate its sanctuaries 
around kandahar city, and neutralize its capa-
bilities to attack kandahar.  removing the tali-

ban sanctuaries in turn necessitates a properly 
resourced counterinsurgency campaign that is 
supported by simultaneous and mutually support-
ing operations throughout kandahar province.  
the current distribution of isaf units in kanda-
har must be adjusted to achieve the force densi-
ties needed to neutralize or defeat the taliban.  
arghandab and the suburbs of kandahar city 
must be prioritized over areas of secondary strate-
gic significance.  insufficiently resourcing the fight 
in arghandab and the suburbs of kandahar risks 
the same sort of failure that isaf experienced 
during its campaign in Zhari and panjwai in 2007 
and 2008.  

isaf has been constantly disrupting the taliban 
in kandahar. this approach is flawed, as simply 
disrupting the taliban is insufficient for success.  
constant disruption cannot get isaf closer to 
an endstate of the prolonged, if not permanent, 
reduction of taliban violence and intimidation 
necessary to prevent the insurgency from having a 
strategic, delegitimizing effect on the government 
of afghanistan.  at a minimum, isaf must neu-
tralize the taliban (that is, to render their person-
nel or material incapable of interfering with isaf 
and ansf operations),716 and perhaps destroy it, 
even if it cannot defeat it. to destroy an enemy is 
“to physically render an enemy force combat-inef-
fective unless it is reconstituted;” whereas to defeat 
an enemy is “to either disrupt or nullify the enemy 
force commander’s plan and subdue his will to 
fight so that he is unwilling or unable to further 
pursue his adopted course of action and yields to 
the will of his opponent.”717  

defeating the taliban–or at least destroying it 
–requires more coalition and afghan forces in 
kandahar province.  if isaf does not generate 
sufficient force densities in critical areas, its at-
tempted counteroffensive will culminate, giving 
enemy fighters a permissive environment and 
allowing taliban terror to continue in kandahar 
city.  Without sufficient resources, local leaders 
will continue to fear the taliban and see the in-
surgency as ascendant in kandahar. isaf cannot 
simply protract the conflict to hand responsibili-
ties to the ansf.  the population may eventu-
ally decide that a taliban victory is preferable to a 
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drawn out conflict in which isaf buys time, but 
demonstrates no intention to win.

victory in kandahar will not be achieved over-
night, but it is possible.   more forces can help 
secure arghandab, sections of kandahar city, 
dand, and eastern panjwai, creating the condi-
tions for isaf forces to expand security into other 
areas with pro-government populations, includ-
ing khakrez, ghorak, and parts of Zhari and shah 
Wali kot.   destroying the taliban in these areas 
will isolate their remaining pockets of support and 
weaken the insurgency as a military force.  if the 
taliban are no longer perceived as able to pro-
vide security, there is a possibility that the major 
ghilzai and noorzai constituencies in western 
panjwai, Zhari, maiwand, and eastern shah Wali 
kot and western Zabul could be politically recon-
ciled with the government.  

the taliban have staked their campaign to retake 
the south on seizing kandahar city.   destroy-
ing the insurgents in kandahar is a critical and 
necessary first step for reversing the taliban’s gains 
across southern afghanistan and neutralizing 
their effects on the entire country.
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